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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush's claim that progress in Iraq justifies preserving a large U.S. military
presence there for at least 10 more
months was shadowed by discouraging
developments on the security and political fronts.
This morning, 12 hours after Bush's
address to the nation, the White House
was to report that Iraqi leaders had
gained almost no new ground in meeting U.S. benchmarks on bringing about
reconciliation and stability. The report
being sent to Congress by the White
House underscored the difficulty of
Bush's argument that American sacriAP
fice was creating space for political President George W. Bush pauses in the Oval Office after addressing the
nation on his strategy for Iraq, at the White House in Washington Thursday.
progress by Iraqis.
Other bad news hit 12 hours before reported the assassination in Anbar local alliance with U.S. troops against
Bush's speech, when Iraqi police province of a prominent figure in a al-Qaida. It was a sharp blow to Bush's

frequent celebration of military gains in
that region as a model for the rest of the
country.
In his 18-minute remarks Thursday
night, the president ordered U.S. troop
levels to drop to a point they were
already slated to reach, while saying
they would start seven months sooner
Bush said 5.700 U.S. forces would
be home by Christmas instead of leaving Iraq beginning in the spring as originally planned. Four more combat
brigades would pull out of Iraq as currently scheduled by July.
These troops comprise the troop
buildup that Bush ordered in January
that boosted U.S. troop strength to
168,000, the highest level of the war.
Under the withdrawal plan, troop levels
would drop back to around 130,000 by

next summer,close to where they were.
before the buildup.
The president's speech marked only
the latest shift in direction — and.
rationale and packaging — for a war
that has lasted 4 1/2 years and cost a
half trillion dollars and nearly 3,800
American lives. .
Bush's decision sets the stage for a
fiery political debate in Congress and
on the 2008 presidential campaign trail.
Democrats said Bush's modest
approach was unacceptable.
"The president failed to provide
either a plan to successfully end the war
or a convincing rationale to continue
it," Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.1., said in the
Democrat's televised response.
Congress' majority Democrats

-Luallen advocates'DON'T-FENCE ME IN
change, as well
as consistency
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
already offer that strong record I
Staff Writer
can stand on."
While other Democratic canLuallen faces Republican
didates tout their ability to bring opponent Linda Greenwell of
necessary change to statewide Taylorsville on the Nov. 6 baloffices, State Auditor Crit lot.
A Centre College graduate
Luallen is advocating that same
change while hoping voters who holds an art degree. Luallen
elect her to continue taking care has worked for six governors,
starting with Wendell Ford in
of their tax dollars.
Steve Beshear and Dan 1974. At first, she didn't expect
Mongiardo top the slate of to make a career in state governDemocratic candidates. In addi- ment, but Ford inspired her.
tion to Luallen, the down-ticket
"I made an early commitcandidates include Jack Conway ment to public service," Luallen
for attorney general, Bruce said. "I do feel like I've made a
Hendrickson for secretary of difference."
state, Todd Hollenbach for treasOne difference she's particuurer and David L. Williams for larly proud of is encouraging
women to be part of the demoagricultural commissioner.
Among those. Luallen is the cratic process — whether that's
only woman and only incum- running for office, helping othGREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
bent. But she echoed some of ers campaign or being an
the same sentiments as Beshear, informed voter.
Murray State University students make their way along a fence that now surrounds the former National Scouting Museum on
"We do have good, strong the MSU campus. The building is being demolished and will be replaced with a parking lot, it was reported.
Mongiardo and Conway did earlier this week during their visits women in this state," she said.
to Murray about voters wanting "We need women to be active in
integrity and competence in the the process."
governor's office and on down.
After initially working for
"Voters are very enthusiastic Ford. she's gone on to serve as
about the Democratic ticket. state budget director, secretary
They want strength and integri- of _ the
Finance
and
ty," Luallen said Thursday Administration Cabinet, secreevening at a fundraiser at J.
I
Edwards restaurant. "
lowing a second and final read- when it comes to testing teachBy TOM BERRY
ing next month.
Staff Writer
ers. However he noted that any
The board also approved an school employee serving in any
The Murray Independent
Board of Education approved $11.5 million budget for the type of student "safety" capacity
By GREG TRAVIS
the 2007-08 tax rate that will year. Rogers again noted that the could be subject to testing under
Staff Writer
bring in four percent more rev- district will carry over about $3 current court decisions.
In reference to a nonThe board took no action on
enue for district educational pro- million in funding from 2006-07
resident agreement the
grams while giving property that will be added to this year's the issue, but will consider the
Calloway County Board of
budget. He said the carry-over matter further during subsequent
owners a tax cut.
Education has with Murray
Board Chairman Dr. Richard will boost the district's finances meetings. The action was initiatIndependent
School
Crouch, vice-chairman Stuart during the next few years when ed at the request of members of
District,
the
board
Alexander and members Laura MISD will receive far less stu- the Calloway County Alliance
approved a joint petition
for
Substance
Abuse
Prevention
dent
attendance
funding
(ADA)
Pitman. Donnie Winchester and
for an agreed case as proMark Vinson approved on first from the state. A loss of about $1 during the summer and Adams
vided in February. amendreading the lowering of school million is projected for this was asked to look into the mated and extended memoranter and make a recommendation.
taxes on real property from the school year alone.
dum of agreement for
MISD officials have already
In other business, board
current level of 51.4 cents per
Calloway and Murray
attorney Chip Adams told board approved a Kentucky School
$100 of assessed value to 50.9.
Independent schools.
"'This new rate will bring in members that adopting and Board Association drug policy
The original agreement
four percent more revenue. It implementing a random drug- to deal with drug abuse issues;
between districts included
will not raise taxes by four per- testing policy for students and however policy proposed by
language that called for a
cent," said Superintendent Bob faculty is possible, but could CC-ASAP would go beyond
court approval documentRogers who recommended the become a thorny, complicated what the KSBA would require.
ing it would be legal and
action during a previous board issue to establish and imple- Rogers explained.
binding as well as noting
In other action, the board:
meeting. Rates on personal. ment.
the approval by the
is
legal
—
watched
as
members
of
Adams
said
there
motor vehicle and utility taxes
Kentucky Department of
will remain the same for another precedent for the establishment the Murray High School student
Education.
of random drug testing for stu- television news team presented
year.
The court sent its offiNo one attended a special- dents involved in sports, other their first video-taped program.
cial approval and it was
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger 8 Times
presented to the board on
Grit Luellen, who is running for a second term as state audi- called meeting that took place extracurricular 'competitive The program featured news and
stories from all three disThursday.
tor, chats with Jan Basile during a fundraiser Thursday before the board's meeting to events or those who drive a feature
vehicle to school, but that the
evening at The Patio at J Edwards. Luellen faces GOP hope- allow public input on the new
rate, which will take effect fol- issue is much more complicated
ful Linda Greenwell in November

Murray board approves
1st read of '07-'08 tax rate
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Murray Tourism changes name to Convention and Visitors Bureau
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Slat? Writer
"To better define its role in
prumoung the community for
events and to tourists. the
Murray Tounsun Clllll mission is
changing its name
In its new location. the coin
tnissinn's new name will he the
Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau. And. yes. the location
was a factor in the new label
Tourism Ihrector Lindsay
Gelb told the Murray City
Council at its Thursday meeting
that the Miller Annex that now
houses the organ/464in includes
the community room that can he
rented for a sanely of lunctions
The new label also is pan of a
growing trend in bigger cities
"It's going to he a real plus
Ion Murray." Mayor Toni
Rushing said
Gelb said the tourism L.4)111

41,0 wanted to tsroaden
Its name to include "convention
and visitors bureau- because
that better defines as role of promoting the community to attract
new events, such as the recent
S tennis Association state
tournament, Women's Kentucky
State Golf Amateur and
Highland Gaines Those events
bring tourists. As do area Attractions such as KrillUlk) Lake
and Lake Barktey and antique
shops in }la/el
-It's been one of those things
that as we look realistically at
how we serve Murray and what
other communities are doing
around us, the concept of looking at It as approaching our MISmon from a visitors bureau
model seemed to he something
that fit for us too." 'tourism
hoard chairman Jun Caner said
about considering the concept

the past six of Mlle months
'The word 'tounsni' tends to
indicate 'let's go on a trip, let's
go on a sacation.'"
Caner said the new approach
AISO goes along with the way the
organization*, operations are
funded through the transient tax
on hotel (Men%
Later in the meeting, the
council unanimously approved
the second reading of an ordinance that approves a special
appropriation of 530,000 to the
now-named Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau to set up
and furnish its the new location
The commission will use the
funds to buy furniture, publicity
materials, a computer, a fax
machine, a copier, software and
shelving units for its new location in the former Post Office
that has been renovated as
offices and a community recep-

tit NI

100111.
In other business, the council:
— Heard about proposed
Increases to the planning and
zoning fees. City Planner
Candace Dowdy proposed fees
to
the
council's
personnel/finance committee.
Any hikes would be the first fee
increases in at least 17 years;
some fees have not been
changed in as many as 24 years.
The committee, which councilman Bill Wells chairs. discussed the fees and understood
why Dowdy believes the city
should charge more for the various applications and reviews.
Most of the conversation
centered on the fees associated
with special-called meetings.
The current charges are $75 for
extra planning commission
meetings and $150 for special

zoning board meetings. Dowdy
proposed $330 and $385.
respectively, for those.
With seven commissioners
and 10 zoning board members.
much of the cost of extra meetings goes toward paying them
each $40. They're paid the same
amount for the regular monthly
meetings, which don't require
applicants to pay fees beyond
anything associated with their
given applications for permits or
Other requests.
approving
Instead
of
Dowdy's proposal, the committee asked her to revisit the fees
recommended for the special
meetings and consider something even higher, like other
Kentucky cities.
"We've had a good discussion on this. If you go back and
look at the numbers again, then
we can approve something for

ShortiffirePoliceLogs

III Tax ...

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Carty Road reported at 10 32 a m Wednesday
that someone shot at the caller's son who was riding on fourwheeler in the field The incident was investigated
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A controlled burn got out of hand at a U S 641 South location
at 3 40 p m Wednesday The fire was extinguished
• A shop on Workman Road was on fire at 2 41 a m Thursday
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters were dispatched to 1307 Wells Blvd at 550 pm
Wednesday for a cooking fire The fire was contained to the container MFD was on the scene about 30 minutes
Murray State University Police Department
•A purse was reported stolen from Pullen Farm's gratn-Jlouse at
10 19 a m Monday A report we's taken for third-degree turglarY
• A bicycle seat was reported missing from College Courts at
7.30 p m Tuesday A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less than $300
• A third-degree burglary report was taken following the report of
a stolen laptop computer from the Biology Building at 10 17 a m
Wednesday
Information is obtained from reports logs
and citations from various agencies

From Front

III Calloway board ...
From Front
"When we had the non feu
dent Agreement. both hoards had
jhui ii
to agree .11nd sec
.ipprose.1 hy the coiin of lulls
diction, which has sent iis OK
The docunierit Also ciwitains the
el tam mid asmemtaisbaa
I lut attoiney instructed
if Ia
us to hasc it officially noted in
the minute% of the meeting ot
the board It is hereby valid Ancl
enforceable,' .. commented.,
Supenntendeni Sieve Hoskins
Randy McCallon, assistant
superintendent. informed the
hoard about N('LB (No Child
Left Behind i And Atur results
'We hase testing going on year
'OMNI tloA Illt nest two Aeek•
will he a wiruiow tor testing d/141
AC will look At progress being
made March II will he the
statewide A( -r test
Ma'Allon said (-Ills seas
trending generally upward "We
fuse excellent scores that ale
ahose the oat( aserag,es 1\thase Nc1.11 reptwi statistics lot
each whoc-41 and lot the district
1p1c base escellent numbers arid
we Are in good shape '
110.kins added. "Our goals
are continually going up and
they get twogressisely harder
West- giw to he implementing
things At e‘rf% u.hool alki at
isery lesel "
The hoard also recognired
'Kenny Collins, school resource
officer at Callow a% County
High School, for being named
the 2007 National School
ReMOUfle (KftLef ot the year.
list Karen Garland ton tieing
Gamed the Kentucky 2007
region One School Resource
Of
of the Year
The
acknowledgments weir made
during Thursday es ening's
bo.utt meeting at(VHS
In 2tait4 ('ollins. •('Animas
(ounty airy. was Also named
the SR(1( icer of the Year for
the State of Kentucky by the
Icentucks Association of St-his4
Re/A.Uele% Mtlt cr.
In addition to his role as
Resource (Miser.
School
CiAllins also assists with other
programs During the school
ye wr he poitmote• and partici
pities in Prom 1Yornise the

Kentucky (rime Pres ention
Coalition
heal
Dr is ing
Simulation Esperiente. the
Drise to Stay Aloe prOgrafti
presents drug and alcohol pre
venison initiators iii the class
iimitn, and suprift,
no
rin x-Prorect Oradriatiorr
&Awingm.rnjU4likaS
CI Milts Is assigned by the
Sheriff's f Hike it. the('all'w as
Cotmj..y. Judicial Building where
he pros ides ‘CLAlfIty tOr thu
Lotlfl %% stern, %efACS papers an.
assists with nanspiination
needed
Garland has been At the
Calloway
County
SlidifIr
School tor more than III yeat s
She has an •ssortment of duties
Jrld spends a large .unount oh
tune working with parents.
teacher... %Itlilellls and others
cooducting learning sessions on
%Arty issues
She works out 01 the
Calloway ( ounty !Sheriff 's
office and during the %Minitel
111.elltl% ICIUril% 10 work NO the
county where she performs the
duties of a count!. &poly
Seas
reciignited
Also
Calloway County high School
senior Rachel Attains tot her
designation as the KliS A A
Track And held ('lass A AA
High Jump Ch.unpooti Adams
successfully defended her state
track high jump tale last spring
atter school was oUt tor the
•tellt1WF
Departmental reports were
presented by lfallpelation
food service, maintenance and
attendance
Consent
items
agenda
April% ed by the hoard Inc I uded
permanent agreement And appli•
sawn for school food sets ices
programs, requests to., fund
raisers, pre trasel requests,
requests tor use of facilities,
approsal of the 2107 let adult
agriculture, program inemoran
thim tit agreement for continua
requests tot new positions
budges for school
funds
tor 2007 014. emergency substi
tote Amino AI. approsal 01 dorm
lion'., &strut non of rec ords.
permission hi a-seise child care
payments trom Murray !lead
sktart. And reqursts to surplus
and dispose ut items..
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TOM BERRY/Ledger 84 Times
THREE-CAR ACCIDENT: Murray Police and Fire Department personnel work a three-vehicle
accident at the intersection of South 12th and Poplar streets Thursday morning. According to
an MPD report Ila Brown. 68. of Murray failed to Stop at the traffic tight causing a vehicle driven by Jack Norsworthy..82, of Murray to strike her vehicle. Browns vehicle then also struck
another vehicle driven by Joan Coles, 66, of Murray Norsworthy was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital for treatment by private vehicle while Coles was taken to the ER by
Calloway County EMS

•Troop reduction ...
When Bush announced the troop buildup in
January, he said it was conditioned on the Iraqis
pledged tel push nit a 1110fe draftlAtIl fedUL:11011 in also stepping up
though he attached no consetroop levels. which Bush has rejected. and which quences if they did not Their obligations included
they say the Aar weary public demands, esen such prey 'trusty promised but unmet tasks as sendthough they still appear unable to muster enough ing more and more capable Iraqi lighters
into
vtites to force all end to the way,
Baghdad, taking on Shiite militias tel which the
Instead. Democrats hope to win veto-proof Shiite lett government is sometimes considered
support lot legislation that would require a nar- beholden. investing heavily in reconstruction protrower 1111%Thel lin. J presumably smaller
S
ects that help Sunnis as well as Shiites, and enactforce, one used only tot training Iraq s military ing seseral pieces of legislation aimed at promotand police, protecting U S assets And fighting ter- ing reconciliation between warnng sects.
rlirists
The president later agreed to allow lawmakers
Bush was to reinforce his message the- U S is to toddy such benchmarks into law.
winning and that continuing the light is crucial to
The administration's first status report to
American security during a trip Unday to the Congress, in July, showed that the Iraqi governMarine base in Qu•ntico. VA Just outside ment was making satisfactory progress toward
Washington He was to lunch there with 250 meeting eight of 18 benchmarks, unsatisfactory
Marines, family members and conumuiders
progress on eight more and mixed progress on
Vice President Ihck Cheney was scheduled to two
deliver two Iraq speeches Tnday. in Michigan at
The followup report to Congress on Friday
the Gerald k lord Presidential Museum and at concluded that Iraqis base done enough to move
MALDIII Alf Force Has(' in Florida
only one benchmark
allowing former members
Bush said the I S engagement will stretch of Sacklam Hussein's Baath Party to hold governbeyond his presidency But he hinted further ment positions -- from the unsatisfactory to satisreductions were possible before he leases office. factory column, a senior administration official
saying the top I S commander in Iraq, Gen
told the Associated Press on Thursday
David Petraeus, and l ti Ambassador Ryan
That incoement was due tel a pact made last
Crocker will report again in March
month between leading Iraqi politicians from all
'The troop surge is working.- BUsti said 'The Juana sects, said the ott ic ial. who spoke on condimore successful we are, the more American troops tion of anonymity because the report was not
puban return home
lic Iraqi officials base Announced similar deals in
He said his decisions would he guided by the the past only to base them tall apart
principle of -return on %Utte%%a replacement
Bush officials said there hadn't been nearly
tiw his on-repeated promise that 4:tialition forces enough lime between the Jul% report and now
would • stand clown as Iraqi troops "stand up"
just Att day%
tor improvfment -The president
Despite the stunning setback represented by said there were twher, equally important developThursdays killing of Sunni sheik AbduTSattar ments. including passage of a budget, the sharing
Also Risha. Bush said Anhar, once considered lost of oil revenues among the pros Inces even without
trial -Qiiida, shows what can happen across Iraq
legislation and local reconciliation efforts that
Yet while mentioning Abu Rohe, with whom the could trickle up to Baghdad
president met last week on •surprise trip to Antsar.
But in addition to defending Iraqi leaders, he
Bush s.uet, -In Anhar, the enemy remains active urged them to "make the tough choices needed ti
And deadly
achieve reconciliation

From Front

7.00
$1000

trict schools, including a segment titled "Mr. Roger's
Neighborhood" featuring an
interview with the superintendent wearing white sneakers and
speaking to elementary school
children.
— listened as Tony Villardo,
an officer with the Los Angeles
Police Department whose family lives in Murray and children
attend both Murray and
Calloway County schools, suggested the district switch to the
"Alpha" 10-point grading scale.
Villardo said the scale,
which is now in use by Murray
State University and many
other universities and high
schools across the nation,
would put MISD students on
equal footing with students in
other districts across the state to
receive KEES state scholarships as well as improve their
chance of admission to the college of their choice inside and
outside the state.
The board took no action on
Villardo's suggestion: however
Crouch said he would like to
confer with Villardo concerning
the issue before ills considered
by the board any time in the
future. The "Alpha" grading
scale determines the grade of
'A' if a student scores between
90 to 1(1) points, or a 'B' if the
score is between 80 to 89 points
with failure determined by a
grade less than 60 instead of 70.
— voted to approve a
change in graduation requirements that will allow the district
to collect state attendance funding on two students that are
now attending a special math
and science curriculum at
Western Kentucky University.
— changed the date of the
hoard's next regularly-scheduled meeting from 7 p.m. Oct.
11 to Oct. 16 because of the
scheduled fall break.

Tor/Wrier
NOTICE
III The Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include director's report and
committee report
▪ The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m Tuesday at city hall The
agenda includes the final plat
review for Paul Garland's
storage units behind the
Murray Business Center and
discussion of possible text
amendments to the sign regulations.
IN The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will meet
at 4 30 p m Wednesday at
city hall The agenda includes
dimensional
variance
requests for signs at 2185
US 641 North and 316 N
12th St . two public hearings
to review conditional use permit applications to allow nonrelated people to live together
at 1626 Miller Ave and 1303
Poplar St . and another publt
heanng to review a cOnditional use permit application to
allow two dwelling units in a
B-3 zone at 401 Maple St
• To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

••••••
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the long run," Wells told
Dowdy. "... I think you've seen
we're receptive to what you're
talking about."
The committee will revisit
the fees at its next meeting at 6
p.m. Sept. 27 before the full
council meeting that night.
— Approved unanimously
the second readings of the two
ordinances setting the tax rates
at 38.44 cents per 51(X) of
assessed real estate value. That
means someone who owns a
$1(81,0(10 home will pay $10.40
less than last year.
Tax bills will be mailed Sept.
28 and are due Oct. 31 before a
10 percent penalty is assessed.
Starting Jan. I, 2008, 6 percent
interested will be added.
Appointed
Cheryl
—
Whitaker to fill the unexpired
term of Janice Thomasson on
the Cable Conunission.
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Army IDs 3 soldiers killed
in Alabama chopper crash
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.
(AP) — Fort Campbell officials
announced that a company commander, a helicopter pilot and a
repairman were killed when
their helicopter crashed during a
training flight in northeastern
Alabama.
Capt. Scott N. Shimp. Chief
Warrant Officer 2 David M.
Stanley and Sgt. Jeffrey Scott
Angel II died when the UH-60
Black Hawk helicopter struck
power lines in foggy weather
and plunged into a pasture.
according to a release on
Thursday.
They were all assigned to
Company C. 4th Battalion,
101st Aviation Regiment, 159th
Combat Aviation Brigade. 101st
Airborne Division.
Alabama officials said the
Capt. Scott Shimp
helicopter crashed into a field
l-ort
near a house Tuesday night. miles southeast of
Debris was scattered over a Campbell.
The loss of three soldiers,
large area and some of the
including the company comwreckage burned.
The Black Hawk was flying mander, has been difficult for
from Fort Campbell to the the approximately 100 soldiers
municipal
airport
in in Company C. said Fort
Chattanooga at the time of the Campbell spokesman Sgt. Mark
crash: according to an Army Swan.
"The chaplain got everyone
statement. The aircraft was
assigned to the 101st Airborne together to help with the grievDivision,
159th
Combat ing process," Swan said.
- Aviation Brigade. ----- ---Shimp,--28,--of-.-Bayard, Neb.
The crash site is about 190 was the company commander

Reservations needed today for
Teaching and Technology Forum
MSU News Bureau
Murray State University will
host Its 10th annual Teaching
and Technology Forum Sept.
20-21. The event is hosted by
the university's Center for
Teaching,
Learning
Technology. Open to MSU faculty and staff, as well as participants from area institutions of
higher education and K-I2
administrators, the forum providet lin -opportunity to share
ideas and experiences about
using technology to improve
teaching.
The theme of this year's
forum is The Teaching,
Learning, and Technology of
Learning Spaces. It will focus
on the many challenges educators lace in preparing today's
students to succeed in a constantly changing, ever more
complex world.
Forum sessions will be held
Thursday and Friday in The
Stables on the first level of the
Curris
Center.
Presenters
include Linda Miller, CTLT
director; Dr. Ricky Cox, associate professor of chemistry; Dr.
Sue Sroda, associate professor
English and graduate coordinator of the master's program in

•Luallen
From Front
Lary ot the Kentucky Tourism
Kentucky
and
Cabinet
Department of the Arts commissioner under various governors as well as secretary of former Gov. Paul Patton's caeca'
tive cabinet.
"I know how to bring fiscal
responsibility to government,"
Luallen said. "Everybody
wants their *Au dollars to be
spent responsibly, regardless of
their political party.Since taking office as auditor in 2004, Luallen said she
has cracked down on fraud and
abuse of tax dollars, lkith in
state government and on local
levels in sheriff's departments.
county clerks' offices and
county governments in general.
Luallen's staff also has
about
reports
issued
rates
Kentucky's.. tuition
increasing so dramatically that
less students are enrolling in
Loliege and how ,otints lads
can run more effi,_ lends
t-TA .1 se,,riti
It elec led to ,
term, Luallen wants to s.,ntinue
to go after statewide and losal
corruption ..and i.ok into
whether education dollars are
being spent in MAN, that hest
reach students in the da....rt.oms
I he% kms I ha%e
future... Luallen said of her
supporters. both the ones gathered in Murras and others
throughout the state If I run
well this iime. I'll look for
other ways to serve

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages; Dr. David
Duff, professor of finance; and
other CTLT staff.
Dr. Todd Zakrajsek will bring
the keynote address titled
"Understanding
Student
Behavior and Creating Effective
Learning Environments" on
Thursday at 5:30 p.m.. in the
Murray Room of the Regional
Special _Events Center. Dinner
will precede the lecture.
Reservations are required for
the dinner and must be received
today. Call 809-2535 to place
reservations.
Dr. Zakrajsek is the founding
director of the Faculty Center
for Innovative Teaching at
Central Michigan University. He
previously served as founding
director of the Center for
Teaching and Learning at
Southern Oregon University.
where he also taught in the psychology department as a tenured
associate professor.
For a complete schedule of
events visit http://campus.murraystate.edu/forum07/inde x.htm
or contact the Center for
Learning
Teaching,
Technology at 809-2535 for
more information.

KontuckylnBrief
Prosecutors seek rehearing in Baze
execution case
LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAP) — Prosecutors are asking the Kentucky.
Supreme Court to reconsider its decision to stop the execution of,
condemned killer Ralph Baze.
In filings with the high court, the Kentucky Attorney General's
office says the decision to halt the Sept. 25 lethal injection is flawed
and Baze's appeal was frivolous.
Justices issued a stay of execution on Wednesday, saying they:
want to hear arguments about whether Baze's trial was improperly
moved and two other issues related to how lethal injection is administered.
Baze was sentenced to death for the 1992 slayings of Powell;
County Sheriff Steve Bennett and Deputy Arthur Briscoe.

Lawyer: McDonald's had warned
employees of hoax caller

Chief Warrant Officer
David Stanley

Sgt. Jeff Angel II

and a Blackhawk pilot who
joined the Army in June 2002.
He is survived by his parents
Teri L. Shimp and Curtis N.
Shimp of Bayard.
Stanley, 33, was a pilot from
Fort Rucker. Ala., who joined
the Army in November 2000.
He is survived by his wife,
Kristy L. Stanley, son Kristian
and stepson Johnathan T. Grant,
all of Clarksville. Term. He is
also sin-YkYttd _ by. his paren4,_
Joel L. Stanley and Beverly C.

Stanley, of Niceville, Fla.
Angel, 24, was a Blackhawk
helicopter repairman from
Gauley Bridge, W.Va., who
joined the Army in November
2002. He is survived by his wife
Megan, daughter Sophia of
Clarksville and his parents
Kathy Jarvis of Oak Hill, W.Va.
and Jeffrey Angel I of
Fayetteville, W.Va.
A memorial ceremony is
plannesL _next_wee_k at Fort
Campbell.

Kentucky highway
commissioner asks
for more time in
ethics proceedings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) State Highway Commissioner
Marc Williams has asked a
Franklin County circuit judge to
temporarily halt ethics proceedings against him in the wake of
a possible criminal investigation.
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission had previously
charged Williams with a state
ethics violation for allegedly
trying to steer a Harrison
County bridge project to a specific engineering firm.
The ethics commission hearing is scheduled to take place on
Sept. 24, but Williams asked for
a delay while the Kentucky
attorney general's office conducts a related investigation.
Former State
Highway
Engineer Sam Beverage recently avoided a possible prison stay
in June when he agreed to a deal
with prosecutors that reduced a
felony perjury charge to misdemeanor official misconduct.
Beverage also told prosecu-

tors that state officials had used
a $42 million transportation
fund as a "large campaign
chest" used to hand out favors to
supporters and lawmakers who
voted in line with Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration.
Guthrie True, Williams'
attorney in the case, asked
Franklin County Circuit Judge
Phillip Shepherd for a temporary injunction until the attorney
general's office completes its
probe
following
up on
Beverage's allegations.
True told reporters after the
hearing that his request was not
related to Fletcher's re-election
efforts.
Shepherd said he would
review the case and try to have a
ruling by Monday.

To place an
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753-1916
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1ti I 1 non ologist
Dr. Dos Remedios (Dr. Bob).
Pulmonologist, brings a much
needed specialty to the campus of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Dr. Bob is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine having trained first in the
Philippines and then at Columbia
University in New York. He
completed his fellowship training in
pulmonology at Columbia
University, Harlem Hospital.
We welcome Dr. Dos Remedios
and his family to our community!
Dr. Bob is practicing with the
Morgan-Haugh Medical Group.
To schedule an appointment with
Dr. Bob, please call his office.

270 - 247 - 8100
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SHEPHERDS VILLE, Ky.(AP) — Fast food giant McDonald's
Corp. had policies in place and warned employees in an effort to:
deal with a series of strip search hoaxes across the country, the.
lawyer for the restaurant chain said Thursday during opening statements in a civil trial.
W. R. Patterson, the attorney for McDonald's, blamed employ.;
ets' mistakes for a sexual assault on an 18-year-old woman in Apra
2004 at the restaurant in Mount Washington, about 20 miles south (11.
Louisville.
The victim, Louise Ogborn, filed a lawsuit against the company:
claiming it failed to warn her and other employees about a hoait'
caller who had already struck other McDonald's stores and othei•
fast-food restaurants across the country. She is seeking more than
$200 million. The trial was expected to last about four weeks.
Patterson said the assistant manager of the restaurant and her.
boyfriend should have never followed the demands of a caller claiming to be a police officer when they strip searched and sexually.
assaulted Ogbom.
"None of this would have ever happened if someone, anyone
would have hung up the phone," Patterson said. -That would have
.
stopped the whole thing."
.Patterson outlined McDonald's "zero tolerance" sexual harass.,
ment policy for jurors and said a companywide voice mail was sent
to managers about hoax calls to other restaurants. Employees at th6
Mount Washington restaurant were scheduled to be briefed within w
few days of when the call came in, Patterson said.

Former bank president indicted
on fraud charge
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The former president of a northern-Kentucky bank has been charged with helping to defraud the ban0
of more than $4 million.
Richard Thomas, 51, of Fort Mitchell, was the president at Firit!
National Bank of Northern Kentucky.-He was indicted Thursday by
a federal grand jury on charges of conspiracy to commit bank fraud
and aiding and abetting the submission of false loan applications.
The indictment alleges that Thomas conspired with John Van
Winkle and Linda Van Winkle to make multiple loans from March.
2000 to July 2002 based on false representations to the bank.
The Van Winkles obtained loans through Thomas by representing'
that they Were for legitimate business expenses, according to the
indictment. After obtaining the loans, the Van Winkles, who lived
Walton at the time, used the money for personal expenses.
*
John Van Winkle and his wife were previously indicted.
Thomas faces up to 30 years in prison, a $1 million fine and five
years supervised release.

Police in northern Kentucky
searching for escaped inmate

/
STOP

Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car,'Truck,
Van or SW/ You Are
In Need Of.

Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over
20"
financial institutions that are competing daily
t
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN
Call Now
or Apply Online At

- faekson Purchas4 Medical Center
Ma yfidif, KY
EnviromantAliartraord
Exceptional
inary Care.
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DRY RIDGE. Ky. AP) — An inmate at a northern Kentucky.
detention center escaped on Thursday, police said.
Larry Crump, 23, escaped from the Bourbon County Detention
Center on Thursday afternoon. Crump was serving 20 years for multiple charges. including escape and fleeing. Police said Crump is.
considered armed and dangerous.
He was last seen in the downtown area of Paris, Ky. He is:
described as a white male,6-feet tall and 180 pounds.
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,antecl: Young public advocates
The following is an editorial
frvm another newspaper in Kentucky
to offer a point of view from another area in the Commonwealth. It
does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of this
newspaper:
Sen. Robert Stivers' comment
on the General Assembly's passage of loan forgiveness for college graduates in the energy
industry was either cynical or
ignorant. There's no alternative.
Similar help for young public
service advocates - prosecutors,
public defenders and legal aid
4/
144S-5ieferted .earlier •
this year, when the legislature
buried House Bill 226.
Asked to explain, Mr. Stivers
snapped, "We are not lacking for
attorneys. We are lacking for
chemists, mathematicians and
physicists."
Maybe he really doesn't know
how hard it is to keep the court
system staffed up with law
schixil graduates who have
passed the bar, when they start

WASHINGTON (AP) Republican Mitt Romney, a
former one-term governor
with a thin foreign-policy
resume, argued Wednesday
that the Senate tenures of
his top Democratic presidential rivals don't automatically make them qualified
to address world affairs.
"Sitting on committees in
Washington does not guarantee that someone has the
skills to solve the problems
on the international stage.Romney told The Associated
Press in a telephone interstew
while campaigning in
Midland. Texas.
He suggested that his
‘omments did not apply to
(MP opponent John
McCain. a four-term Anmita senator who Romney
said has led in many
war,: including his service
in the Navy Rather, he singled out Sen Hillary Rodham Clinton of New York.
Sen Barack ()hama of Illinois and former Sen. John
Edwards of North Carolina
-In those three. ease*.
you have people who have
never really led or managed
a substantial enterprise
I hcs learned how to speak
well
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at $34,000 to $38,000. That contrasts with a national average
beginning wage of $41,000 for
chemists, $48,000 for civil engineers and $59,000 for chemical
engineers.
Maybe Mr. Stivers should stop
patting himself on the back for
helping to pass BEG (the Big
Energy Giveaway), which contained the science and engineering student loan relief, long
enough to check these facts: The
state public advocacy system
loses four attorneys per month,
usually because of low salary
and big loan debt. And many of
these are people qualified to
ork on high-stakes cases, suck
as those involving the death
penalty.
Nor are we just talking about
public defenders here. If you're
one of those who thinks crooks
and criminals need to be put
away, you, too, should send a
note to Mr. Stivers. It's hard to
keep fine young prosecutors
when they don't make enough
to start a family and pay back
law school debt.

Corporations like those that
pushed for the Big Energy Giveaway - in exchange for (maybe)
locating conversion plants in the
state's coalfields - have enough
money not only to finance their
own expansion into new technology but also to pay technically
trained graduates decent wages,
so taxpayers don't have to help
pay off their student loans.
In Washington, new U.S. Rep.
John Yarmuth, D-Louisville,
pushed through a federal amendment providing student loan forgiveness of up to $1,000 a year,
for five years, to those who
become teachers, nurses, childcare-yiorkers, police officers
other types of public service
employees.
By contrast, HB 226, which
would have given young public
service attorneys up to $6,000 a
year in student-loan relief, was
buried in Frankfort.
That was ignorant or witless.
There's no alternative.
-The Courier-Journal
Louisville
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And. just tor the record. mine b spelled
, But that's not always what I've been called.
My elementary school label of "Mr. Hill's daughter"
wore off as I grew older. But growing up in Oldham
Counts %Ittl
principal as a father and a teacher as
:mother, it was pretty well known that my dad was an
elementary school principal.
In middle schoe4.--I-xtaned developmga slightly independent identity. But then
in • high school my aunt was my English
teacher both my junior and senior years.
I neser addressed her by name because I
wasn't sure whether to call her Aunt Carolyn or Mrs. Godhey. Either way. other
students knew I was -Mrs Godhey's
niece
And so you know. I did get a B in
Ads Anced Placement English at least one
Taylor Made of the quarters So I didn't breete
By -Kristin
through my- relative's class.
Taylor
\alien I wasn't deciding how .to get
Lodger & Tittles rut aunt attention those two year, I
wa
ptohahly in the newspaper offic e I
Staff Writer
spent_ sisy se.mor_. it eis The ,r.:111,kon
r
u hat pII //Hwy!! another identity
I edii•,7 .1
'I
sew simper I ditpi
hut num: importantly served a
'N itigh.tttd 11.1
When tr r, a to Sltirray State. hardly anyone knew my
1,111.‘ Hui I tough! f
Mille NOV
I ,p7 iiimu, 11
those lout )eats learning about
, to,sot
list- year. difference in age, my sister and
I CR.". loset I solidified my his e tor writing. eye(tally
chit ate
I made friends I intend in keep
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a business, oh

An enterprise is entirely kilt
ferent than sitting in a
hearing chair," said Romney, a former Massachusetts
governor, chief executive of
a consulting firm and head
of the 2002 .Winter
Olympics
He defended his own
ability to handle foreign

2008 ELECTION
By Liz Sidoti
policy matters, saying he's
itics for those kind of
traveled to more than 40
hijinks." Romney said.
countries and done business
Now off-line.
in more than 20. He said
PhoneyFred.org was the cre"people who are able to
ation of Wesley Donehue, a
solve problems are people
business associate of Warren
who have the skill of leadTompkins, Romney's top
ership" and argued that he
political operative in South
has a three-decade record
Carolina. Romney's camof making "difficult decipaign insists that neither
sions well."
Romney not Tompkins knew
"If you look over the
about the site or approved
history of this country.
of its creation.
great governors, not great
Donebue, reached briefly
senators. have been able to
Tuesday. said he would call
make a huge difference in
an AP reporter back, but
foreign policy and in condid not. Less than an hour
flict," Romney said.
hums Terry Sullivan. RomResponded Clinton
ney's campaign manager in
spokesman Phil Singer:
South Carolina. said Done"Considering his penchant
hue would not be commentfor flip-flopping. he'll he
tng.
touting Senator Clinton's
Said Romney: "The Web
expenence tomorrow."
site is obviously juvenile
Edwards spokeswoman
and offensive. It was not
Colleen Murray said that
done by anyone employed
Edwards. unlike Romney.
by my campaign. and Mr.
"understands that America
Tompkins indicates it was
deserves real change, and
not done by his ftrm. that when president, that's exACI
the person who put it up
ly what he'll deliver."
was acting on his own. I've
A week ago. Republican
said I do not want to have
Rudy Giuliani noted in a
that person in any way
debate that none of the
associated with my camthree leading Democrats
Paigff
hate ever managed a city,
-Indicated that he has
a state or a business it's
padded his campaign
not the time for on the-job
account with more of his
training as an executive.own money
the former New York mayor
Asked whether he's contributed more than the SVI
said
In the nearly 20-minute
million he added in the
inter. iew. Romney also:
First half of 2007. he said
-Denounced a Web site
-I believe so hut
I can't
that was bitingly critical of
give you the figure and I
GOP rival Fred Thompson's
don't know when that
personal life and political
would have occurred I do
career, calling it "juvenile
anticipate from time to time
and offensive."
contributing to my cam"There's no place in polpaign " Romney said he's

put a limit on how much
he's willing to spend but
wouldn't disclose it. He
quipped: "My wife isn't
telling!"
An aide said Romney
will make more contributions to his campaign and
the amounts will be reflected on future finance
reports.
Romney's personal contributions have helped him
run more than $6 million
in television advertisements
in early voting states. He's
focused primarily on Iowa
and New Hampshire but in
recent days has expanded to
South Carolina and Florida,
where he lags his rivals in
polls. He's now running an
ad in Florida that contends
he has a record of solving
difficult situations and that
he possesses "leadership to
turn around Washington."
-Endorsed the top U.S.
commander in Iraq's plan
to withdraw as many as
30,000 troops by next summer, saying: "I support that
_
Romney generally has
punted to commanders in
Iraq on war policy and
stayed away from specifics
in discussing his vision for
the conflict. He assailed
Democrats urging greater
withdrawals And pointedly
cnticired °llama. who
called for the immediate
pullout of all

S

combat

brigades t rom Iraq. with
force reduction being completed by the

end

of nest

year.
-To say

we're going to

leave on a date certain.
regardless of the prospects
of al-Qaida and lierhollah
is foolhardy." Romney said
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Consumers could face toy price hike

Obituaries
Mrs. Laura Bailey
Mrs. Laura Bailey, 94, Glendale Place. Murray, died Thursday.
Sept. 13, 2007. at I I :45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospit..1.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Glen T.(Tommy) Garrison
The funeral for Glen T.(Tommy) Garrison was Thursday at II
a.m. in the Moore Memorial Chapel of Stark Funeral Service,
Ypsilanti. Burial was in the Highland Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Im. National Kidney Foundation of Michigan, Inc., 1169
Oak Valley Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108.
Persons may sign the guest book at www.starkfu.
neralcom.
Mr. Garrison, 71, Ypsilanti Township, Mich., formerly of Murray, Ky.. died Monday, Sept. 10. 2007, at Bortz Health
Care, Ypsilanti. His death followed an extended illness.
Mr. Garrison worked for 30 years as a dry wall finisher and
served in the National Guard for two years. He was a member of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church. Murray.
Born June 29, 1936, in Murray, he was the son of the late Willson
Garrison tin Maudie Elkins Garrison. Also preceding him in death
were three brothers, Freman, Cassel and J.T. Garrison.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patsy Ann Burroughs Garrison,
to whom he was married April 24, 1954,in Corinth. Miss.; two sons,
Rick Garrison and wife. Sandy. and Kevin Garrison and wife,
Donna, all of Ypsilanti; one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Cooley and htisband, Mac Laird, Newport, Pa.; six grandchildren, Tony Church,
Matthew Cooley, Joshua Garrison and wife. Amy, and Dorentla,
Shauna and Karly Garrison; three great-grandchildren, Christian
Church, Kayden Cooley and Jacob Garrison; two sisters, Mrs. Dora
Barnett. Murray, and Mrs. Lovell Norman, Mayfield; several nieces
and nephews.

'Instant' Hurricane
Humberto surprises
Texas and Louisiana
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HIGH ISLAND, Texas (AP)
-Call it the instant hurricane.
Humberto, which grew faster
than any storm on record from
tropical depression to full-scale
hurricane landfall, surprised the
Texas-Louisiana coast early
Thursday with 85-mph winds
and heavy rain that knocked out
power to more than 100,000 and
left at least one person dead.
Meteorologists were at a loss
to explain the rapid,. I6-hour
genesis of the first hurricane to
hit the U.S. since 2005.
"Before Humberto developed. you looked at the satellite
imagery the day before, and
_..therc Irak_ yirtimtly nothing
there. This really spun up out of
thin air, very, very quickly. said
National Hurricane Center specialist James Franklin in Miami.
"We've never had any tropical
where
cyclone go from
Humberto was to where
Humbeno got."
Surprising as Humberto was,
forecasters said it may have
been a blessing that it didn't
linger longer over warm waters

of the Gulf of Mexico, which
could have given it time to
develop into more than a minimal hurricane.
Texas coastal residents prepared for a tropical storm rainmaker that would quickly flood
the ground already saturated
from the wettest summer in 60
years. Although forecasts called
for up to a foot of rain,
Humberto produced no more
than half that and generated
much more wind. By late afternoon, it had weakened to tropical depression churning across
the Deep Soul).
"We feel very fortunate and
b!essed it wasn't worse." said
Br:Alin-tont re;ident &Wail
Petty, 50, who was clearing
debris outside his home 50 miles
northeast of High Island, near
where the storm came ashore.
"It was amazing to go to
sleep to a tropical storm and
wake up to a hurricane," he said.
"What are you going to do? You
couldn't get up and drive away.
You couldn't run for it. You just
have to hunker down."

ille

Storm to bring rain to drier states

p

Heavy rain from Hurricane Humberto soaked Texas and Louisiana
Thursday The storms remnants are forecast to bring rain to
states that hare had a much drier summer
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NEW YORK (API Someone is going to have to pay
all the extra costs of making toys
safer.
For now, toy makers and
retailers are sharing the burden,
but that's only expected to last
until the holiday season. Next
year, American consumers will
be facing price increases of up to
10 percent to pay for the industry's increased vigilance after
more than 3 million lead-tainted
toys from China were recalled
worldwide since June.
That means a $6.99 Barbie
doll could go up to about $7.70,
or a $70 child-friendly digital
camera could retail next year for
almost $80.
A 10 percent average
increase would be the biggest
one-time price hike in toys in
several years, analysts say. And
it's more than twice the government's measure of consumer
inflation of 4.7 percent during
the first seven months of this
year.
Consumers could also see
higher prices on other Chinese
imports like fish and children's
apparel, but the big price gains
in toys could be more jolting.
Shoppers have become
accustomed to cheap playthings
from China because Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. and other discounters
have waged cost-cutting campaigns. Critics say real safeguards were sacrificed to keep
prices low.
Analysta- -said - 'the-- price
increases are unlikely to hit until
at least January because manufacturers and sellers already
ordered the toys for Christmas.
That's no consolation for parents, though.
"I will pay more (for toys)
because I know it will ensure
safety," said Lisa Sallese, a
Wilton, Conn.. mother of a 7month-old boy and a 2-year-old
girl. -But it stinks. It should
have been safe to begin with."
Most of the rising costs come
from emergency third-party testing in the U.S. by both makers
and sellers as they aim to root
out any unsafe products, analysts say.
Mattel Inc.'s three high protlI -reealls---tifitsctvented -toys
Since the beginning of August
have pushed product testing to a
frenzied pace. Companies are
removing playthings from
shelves and sending them to
independent laboratories- to be
examined. The price of labor,
overtime and testing will drive
up costs in the short term, analysts said, but increased regulation will likely keep them higher.
The U.S. Toy Industry
Association supports a federal
requirement to make safety testing and inspection mandatory
and is working with the
American National Standards
Institute to develop industrywide safety procedures. But during Wednesday's Congressional
hearing on toy safety, senators
urged even more stringent measures including stepping up tines
for selling or failing to report
dangerous items.
This year, -both retailers and
manufacturers will share the

AP

Workers assemble toys at the production line of Dongguan Da Lang Wealthwise Plastic
Factory in Dongguan. China in this Sept. 4, 2007 file photo. Soon, American consumers are
going to have to bear the cost of safer toys While shoppers won't see big price hikes on toys
this holiday season because the merchandise has already been ordered, they can expect to
be hit with price increases as high as 10 percent as early as January.
increase" next year.
The Walt Disney Co.- hit
by Mattel's recall of 436,000
cars based on "Sarge," a character in the Disney-Pixar movie
-Cars." that were believed to
contain lead paint - will independently test toys featuring its
characters. The tests will begin
in the next two weeks and will
include all categories of products from about 2,000 licensees,
including Mattel, which is the
largest maker of Disney-related
toys.
Disney consumer products
spokesman Gary Foster said
Disney will absorb the additional costs, which he estimated to
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be about several million dollars
this year. It's unclear whether
future costs will be shared by
licensees, he said.
Price wars led ,by Wal-Mart
have put financial pressure on
toy manufacturers, though they
have been able to push through
price increases in recent years as
they face higher resin and other
related costs.
The average toy price
remains
relatively
cheap
because the bulk of toys sold
involve $1 items such as card
games and miniature cars impulse purchases that can be
picked up in the local supermarket.

MURRAY (10 YEAR OLD)
TRAVEL BASEBALL TEAM
TRYOUTS

costs." said Eric Johnson, professor of operations management at Dartmouth's Tuck
SCriorkl-of'Business. -But in the
longer term, costs will have to
go somewhere. And consumers
will see it."
Johnson estimated toy prices
will rise by 10 percent next year.
He said most vulnerable are
mass-market toys, including diecast vehicles, which run the risk
of containing lead.
Anita Frazier, toy analyst at
market research company NPD
Group Inc.. added that higher
prices will stick around because
some toy makers will shift a portion of their production from
China to the U.S. or Europe.
where labor is more expensive.
This week, Toys "R" Us Inc..
the nation's second-largest toy
seller behind Wal-Man, said it
would be using an independent
laboratory to test every branded
product. The retailer will be
absorbing the extra costs for
now, but company spokeswoman Kathleen Waugh said
she believes "pricing could

RESCHEDULED D

TO RAIN

HEAD COACH: KEVIN LAMB
Join us for Tryouts this Saturday, Sept. 15th

at 1:00 P.M. at the Murray Calloway County
Park, Field 6 right next to the Basketball
Courts. Rescheduled for Monday, Sept. 17'''
at 530 P.M., Field 6, if rained out.
CONTACT: KEVIN - Cell 227-8744, 753-3282 or
CHRIS - Cell 293-0557, 753-7850 if you need
additional information.
Anyone 10 Years old or younger is welcome to
tryout. To be eligible, you must not be 11
Years old before May 15', 2008.
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Mikulcik named semifinalist in Merit Scholarship Program
High
County
Calloway
School senior Kristen Mikulcik has been named. a Semifinalist in thc 2008 National Merit
rhe
S4. holaNhap Program
National Merit') Scholarship
Prograni is an academic com•
petition tor recognition and
scholarships that began in 1955
High school students enter
the National Merl! Program by
Preliminary
the
taking
SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying Test which serves
as an initial screen of approximately I 1 million entrants
each year and by meeting pub
lished program entry/participa
non requirements Out of that
number. only 16.000 students
advance to the Semifinalist des
'patron
Kristen is the daughter of
Das id and Stacey Mikulcik and

Kristen Mikuicik
the granddaughter ot John and
Marilyn Mikulcik art Murray

She carries a 4.0 grade point
4%erage at CCHS while taking challenging courses including Advanced Placement U.S.
History and Advanced Placement Chemistry. Knsten is also
a member of the Varsity Academic Tealln and serves as VicePresident of the CCHS World
Language Club.
academic
her
Beyond
achievements. Mikulcik also has
a variety of extra-cumcular
interests She is a member of
the CCHS Varsity Soccer, Cross
Country. and Track teams
Active in the outstanding ETA
chapter at CCHS. Kristen is a
member of the four-person State
Champion Nursery Team and
will compete at the National
Competition in tktciber. She
also competed at the State level
with the Soil Judging Team

and in Impromptu Speaking
At the Regional 1-VA competition, she was a member of
the first place Weed Identification team.
Her "free time" finds her
active in 4H. the Girl Scouts,
and with her church (St. Leo's
in Murray).
All this energy and dedication to excellence has not gone
unnoticed. Kristen was one
of ten CCHS students invited
to the 2007 Governor's Schol
an Program this past summer.
She attended the session held
at Morehead State University.
Murray State University has
an eye on her as well, hosting her at the Youth Leadership Institute where she met
other student leaders in the
region

Harbour Youth Services Center
at CCHS plans special class
The Harbour Youth Services Center at
Calloway County will present a *•Money
Management Class" on Thursday from h
to 8 p.m. in the media center.
Refreshments will be served. The class
Is limited to 25 persons. Interested persons are asked to call 762-7390 to register.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel Alert issued

An angel alert for a standard size electric
washer and dryer has been issued by the
Calloway County Family Resource Center.
Any one having these to donate is asked to
call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Republicans will meet Monday

Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday at 7
p.m at the Calloway County Public Library. All Interested persons are invited.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Reminrie.ry
I he following are remain
&is of esents planned tor the
ciiming week alai were recent
ly published in the Mut
boixr, at lions'

Murray Lodge will meet Monday

Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted ,Masons will meet
Monday at 6 p.m at the lodge hall. A potluck meal will be
served. Bobby Hale, master, urges all members to attend.

Four Rivers group will meet

Shannon Course',
tel iit Mike and Jennie (
ot Murray and Derrick Pace.
son ot Danny and Melva Pact:
will he married Si
usday. Sept IS. 20117, at 4
pin at New Bethel Baptist
Church. Bentiin All relatiscs
and Ifiends are ironed

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet on Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. For more information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Murray Band Boosters will meet

Murray Band Boosters will meet Monday. Sept. 17, at p.m in the hand room at Murray High School.

Prayer Ride on Saturday

%IcCleary,
Ann
Emily
daughter iit Mr and Mrs John
McClean ot Peoria Art/ , and
Matthew Gene I:nidand, situ
.? Mr arid SIN ( kale% ft
Vsiltord ot Mayfield and Mr
and %Ir. Y. intim Ungland of
1 tine Oak. will he married Sat
ai s
urday, Sept Is 21s
pru,_at,_tjw_hoine .,1 Sir J11.1
%It• Chalr• Wilford "st.iS field
lavaulasuns larva beau scut.
-Res. and Mrs. George Gray
‘if Siujiray will he honored at
recepoini iii celchration iit
their both wedding MIMS
on Saturday. Sept I s. 2i Mt
Irian 2 to 4 in in the %et
come center of 1 no Baptist
( hurch. 204 south 1 ourth Si
Sltirray ihe ouple requests
that guests not bring gilts All
relators .ind friends are ins it
ed

A Prayer Ride and Patriot Salute Motorcycle Ride will be
held at Hazel Baptist Church on Saturday. There is no entry
fee and bikes will leave at 10 a.m. At 2 p.m. a block party
will begin with food, games and entertainment with musical
guests. Kevin Crawford and the McKendrees. A special tribute
will be given for the military veterans, those currently serving
and those who have paid the ultimate price. Alternate routes
to Hazel might be a good idea since heavy traffic is expected on U.S. Hwy. 641 South between Hazel and Murray on
Saturday.
Photo ploys:kid
Pictured are Keith Travis 'JP of Human Resources Del Wells arid Keith Bailey. CEO of
MCCH

Wells retires from MCCH
Del ‘14 el I • IC.. CIIIIN Oiled
th,111 %,(111.1% 1 .111,,A a% 1 4tUti
Is Hospital atter 10 sears of
in Ione
sets ice Wells
Fenn ( are tail the 11141‘,11R ot
her e Meet

I he hospital sponsored a
tetireinent tea lin July 19 Alien
dec. included Wells. family
members. Fs-dell Duffy. Mable
Duffy and April Crawford. and
.oworkers for her retirement.

ssorken gave her a scrap
hook with pictures of mends
and family throughout her
career "1 enjoyed working and
will Miss it," said Wells.
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Me Institute 'Inc Interna
urinal Studies at Murray State
Unisersity will host a Study
Abroad Fair on Thursday in
the ('urns Center Dane
Lounge The taw begins at II
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performed with soldiers to predict it they would survive a
battle
The dancers will perform
these dances and more at various limes throughout the day
during the Highland Festival
Saturday
the Western Kentucky High
land festival, sponsored by
Campbell Auction and Real
1 state. kicks off today rFriday with .1 Ceilidh (Scottish
party i at the Murray Country
Club at 7 pm
The Highland Games in(en

Mil Park will be Saturday from
4 a.m. to 4:30 pm and, in
addition tel the athletic games.
includes Celtic music. Scottish
vendors, sheep herding and
more Finishing the weekend
'0' the Tartans
is the
at First Presbyterian Church on
Sunday at 10 45 am
For more information contact the Murray Tounsm Commission at 759-2199 or visit
the website at www tourmurray.com

Study Abroad Fair will
be held on Thursday
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Dexter homecoming will be Saturday at the Dexter Community Center on Ky. 1824, Dexter. A potluck lunch will be
served at approximately at noon. Those attending are asked to
bring any old pictures or memorabilia to display and share
with friends and family.

Fulcher reunion on Saturday
Die Fulcher Family reunion will be Saturday

at the Ellis
Center. Ellis Drive, Murray. A potluck lunch will be served
around noon. All relatives and friends are invited.

Alpha Department will meet

Students will perform dances at Highland Festival
Students of Maureen 1-ogle
`school of Ballet and Highland
Dance in Portland. (cm . will
perform collet tion• iit oath
1101.d Scottish dances at the
V4 r stern kentucks Ifighland
Is soya! in Murray
etilIJI • on SaIlltil.1!.

Dexter homecoming Saturday

in and ends at 2 p in and
admission is free
The lair allows students to
meet with representatives from
every Study Abroad program
available at MSU while enjoying free food and prizes
For more information, contact Jolene kliesner or Melanie
McCallon at $09.2277
CuA fi.e4abblard\

&tided Coqabu
*kw Stewart & Bradley Heatl..
Terra Vance k Niekilas *Ric
Brand Hamby& Derek Gordon
Julie Prttchard k Damon Coio,
knitter %itil & icrii Garland
‘4,-an Hamilton &Brandon Kindle

0 rentpurt
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Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m at the club house. "Foundations Make
A Difference" will be the program presented by Kelly Workman and Linda Moore of Murray State University. Members
are asked to bring donations of items for veterans' Christmas
gifts, recipes for the new MWC cookbook and dues for the
new cub year. Hostesses will be Kathy West. Liz Williams and
Donna Herndon,

Youth Hunt will be tonight
The Twin Lakes Coon Club's Youth Hunt will be tonight
with registration deadline at 8. A trophy will be given to the
winner. The hunt is free and open to everyone 16 years old
and under Hunters should meet at the club, located east of
Hardin off Ky. 402.

(;lory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory- Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will he tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be The
Peacemakers and The Grants Teddy Bears will be collected
for the Teddy Bear Ministry for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Emergency Room and Red Cross Chapter. There is
no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 Of e-mail glorybound(ghotmail corn

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church For information of for a nde call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p m at the ShnneClub facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Pro.reds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Hospital bed is needed
A hospital bed is needed for a local man in has apartment.
knyone having one to donate is asked to call l-270-354-6064
sir l.270-205-t)90

Boy Scout Council starts program
The local Boy Scout Council has started an engraved brick
program to he placed around the flag pole at the local summer camp on Kentucky Lake If you know of any Eagle Scouts
or anyone else involved in the local Scout program, have than
wntt to PO Box 4/17. Owensboro. KY 42302 or call 1-270r$114-9272 for information

Good Life plans Branson trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a trip to Vermont
Nov 29 to Dec. 3. For reservations to he made no later than
Sept 24 or for more information call Brenda Sykes at 7671338 or e-rnsal bsykesOthenturraybank.corn
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Calloway County
Red Cross offers fall
lifeguard training
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross in
Murray will be conducting Lifeguard Training during one, fiveday session at at the pool in
the Carr health building at
Murray State University.
Instructor Mike Sykes will
be offering this training,
required of all certified lifeguards. designed to teach the
skills and knowledge needed
to prevent and respond to aquatic emergencies.
Requirements for participants include a minimum age
of 15 and complete a pre-test
the first night:
—Swim 300 yards continuously.
—Starting in the water, swim
20 yards using front crawl or
breaststroke, surface dive 7 to
10 feet, retrieve a 10-pound
object, return to the surface,
swim 20 yards back to the
starting point with the object
and exit the water without
using a ladder or steps, within 1 minute, 40 seconds.
Some of the skills learned
in this course include understanding the value of behaving in a professional manner;
learning how to identify behaviors of a swimmer, distressed
swimmer and an active drowning victim; understanding the
components of an emergency
action plan and how to acti-
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Haley Haverstock of
Murray High School
named August Rotary
Student of the Month

vate; understanding the general procedures for an emergency
occurring in the water; demonstrating how to perform equipment-based rescues; learning
how to provide first aid and
how to care for breathing and
cardiac emergencies; learning
how to recognize and care for
possible head, neck or back
injuries.
This 30-hour training takes
place nights and weekends with
both classroom and pool training at the Carr health building at Murray State University during the following dates
and times:
—September 22-28, 2007:
Saturday, Sept. 22, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Sunday, Sept. 23, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Tuesday, Sept.
25, 5 to 9 p.m.; Wednesday,
Sept. 26, 5 to 9 p.m.; Friday,
Sept. 28, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Due to limited space, interested participants must register at the Red Cross office at
the George Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, no later than a week before
each session begins. The cost
of this course including all
course materials and certification fees is $145.
For more information, contact Calloway Red Cross Executive Director Tory Daughrity
at 753-1421 or callowayredcross@murray-ky.net.
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Oneida Boyd, left, installed the officers of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured are
Sharon Seibold for Ginny Harper, Jan Hough, Nettie Bennett
for Sylvia Puckett, Wilma Beatty and Mary Lawson.

Theta Department will open
new club year on Monday
The Theta Department ot
the Murray Woman•s Club will
open the 2007-08 club year
with a meeting on Monday at
12:30 p.m. at the club house.
Members are asked to note the
new time for the meeting.

Sharon Siebold and Ginny
Harper will present a program
on a "Craft Procedure."
Each member is asked to
bring copies of two recipes to
be used in the new club book'
being published by the general club. Members will be given
time to fal out the recipe cards

at the meeting on Monday.
Dues will be collected and

year books will be distributed.
New officers installed at the
last meeting held at the Garden Gate were Jan Hough and
Wilma Beatty, co-chairs; Ginny
Harper, vice chair; Mary Lawson, secretary, and Sylvia Puckett, treasurer. Oneida Boyd,
Theta member and past president of the general club.
Ina-Caned. the officers.
All members are urged to
attend this opening meeting of
the year.

Roundabout Murray showcases UW
fundraiser, EDC,Journey Church
Roundabout Murray will feature the executive director of
United Way of Murray-Calloway County, the president of
the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation, and the lead pastor
of Journey Church.
Peggy Billington, the executive director for the MurrayCalloway County United Way,
will be explaining the United
Way's newest community effort,
The Grand Home Give-A-Way.
United Way will be selling
tickets for a chance to win a
home appraised at over

$200,000. Local businesses are
participating to make this effort
a success.
Mark Manning, president of
the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation, will be discussing their
recently acquired industrial
property. The property was purchased to aide id- the growth
of the community, and is
believed to bring more industries to Calloway County. The
112 acres are located across
from the existing industrial park
on .U.S. 641 North.
Matt Johnson, lead pastor

of Journey Baptist Church, will
be discussing the church's plans
for the upcoming year. Johnson is a Murray State University alumnus.
Roundabout Murray, the
weekly 30-minute video magazine of Murray State University, and host Jim Carter will
bring accomplishments of the
community with guests from
the local region.
Roundabout Murray will air
Friday at 6 p.m. on MSU TV11. Roundabout Murray also
airs on WPSD Sunday nights
at midnight, on New Wave in

Murray Sundays at 8 a.m., and
noon, and MecliaCOrnm serving the cities of Murray, Mayfield, Benton and Calvert City
on Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
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Haley Haverstock, an MHS
senior and class president, was
selected as the Rotary August
Student of the Month by Murray High School faculty.
Haverstock said being chosen is a highlight of her senior year. "I was so excited and
honored when I found out I
was chosen," she said. "I want
to thank the faculty and staff
at Murray High for guiding
me to accomplish my academic and extracurricular goals."
Amy McDowell, MHS business teacher and FBLA advisor of Future Business Leaders of America, said Haley is
successful in all that she does.
"She has taken an active leadership role in every organization she is a part of and truly
leads by example."
Haverstock's
extensive
involvement in Murray High
School activities that includes
cheerleading, tennis, FBLA,
Tri-Alpha, National Honors
Society and Pep Club has
enabled her to develop good
time management skills. "I
think it has been beneficial for
me to participate in these
numerous activities in making
me .a well rounded individual," she said. "I have also
had the opportunity to serve
in various leadership roles
including class president for
four years. This experience has
benefited me in developing
organizational, management,
and leadership skills which are
not available in the classroom"
A student in numerous MHS
Advanced Placement (AP)
classes such as Spanish. English and Calculus, Haverstock
said these classes are preparing her for higher educational goals. "I believe that the
AP classes I am taking this
year will help me in college.
These AP courses will provide
me with a little taste of what
—college class is going to be
like so 1 will not be so stressed
my freshman year," she said.
"The preparation for the classes will be similar, I think, to
the college courses I will be

Haley Haverstock
taking next year."
An aspiring architecture and
design professional. Haverstock's attendance to an architectural camp this past summer strengthened her desire to
be an architect."Through architecture I can make a difference. I can make buildings
that will last a life time," she
said. "Many generations will
be able to enjoy what I design.
I look forward to this career
and hopefully Can make a difference in the world we live
in..,
Haverstock said she is considering several different colleges that offer architectural
design majors for next fall when
she enrolls. "I am interested
in the University of Kentucky,
Auburn University, Mississippi State University or Miami
University."
Haverstock feels fortunate
to be a Tiger at MHS, where
there is a tradition of excellence. "Once a Tiger always
a Tiger," she said. "We are a
close knit student body with
a caring and devoted staff that
truly cares about our success
ara futsixe.
A merri6er -Ole . FUMT-ed Methodist Church Youth
Group (UMYF), Haverstock is
the daughter of Gary and Nancy
Haverstock of Murray.
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"people of joy,
" filled with the
spirit of happiness and pleased
to be called His children. The
dictionary defines joy as gladness, delight, a state of happiness; it also describes being
filled

WT. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Wucatup

family, we know that in this

tract us from always being joyful. Everyone encoun-

problems of the world. Therefore, our closeness with

relationship, it needs love and nurturing. Building
our relationship with God on a daily basis will make
our joy more complete and help us to face the problems in our lives. In the Bible, St. Paul tells us that he
was satisfied and content with whatever state he was
in and that he had the strength to face all conditions
by the power that Christ gave him (Philippians 4:1113). Regularly attending services at our place of worship-ptay4i,g and
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May all who come to you be
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In Our

ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have Asked: Can I be Worthy of
released information concern- God's Love?" with scripture
ing their worship services for from Luke 17:6-10 at the 6
the coming weekend as fol- p.m. worship service. Leading
lows:
the song service will be Todd
Westside Baptist: Rev. Walker, associate minister. Also
Glynn M. On, pastor, will assisting will be Garry Evans,
speak about -The Greatest Call- involvement minister, Nick
ing: Come to Christ" with scrip- Hutchens, youth minister, Ron
ture from Matthew 11:25-30 McNutt, Denny Jones, Bill
at the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Looney. Johnny Phillips, Jimmy
worship services. Tommy Scott Ragsdale, Mike Jones, Kevin
is minister of music. The choir Mack, Terry McCallon and
will sing "In the Sanctuary" Jimmy Ragsdale.. A short worand Michael D'Elia will pres- ship service will be at 5 a.m.
ent special music at the morn- and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
ing service and Rachel MorImmanuel Lutheran: Rev.
gan will present special music Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
at the evening service. Assist- speak about There Is Joy Before
ing will be Randall Winches- The Angels of God Over One
ter and Danny Cunningham, Sinner who Repents" with scripdeacons of the week. Sunday ture from Luke 15:10 at the
School will be at 9:30 a.m. T- 10:30 a.m. 16th Sunday after
Ray Manley is minister to youth Pentecost worship service. Sunand Shelly Harris is minister day School and Adult Bible
to preschool and children.
Class will be at 9 a.m.
Grace Baptist Church: Bro.
University
Church
of
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, Christ: Richard Youngblood,
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. minister, will speak about
and 6 p.m: worship services. "Amazing Grace for Even Me?"
Henry Nance is minister of with scripture from / Timothy'
music with Sherry Fortner, 1:12-17 at the 10 a.m. worOneida White and Kathy Gar- ship service and Charley
rison as accompanists. Eddie BazzeII, minister, will speak
Morris will give the children's on "This 1 Believe" at the 6
sermon and Brian Steward is p.m. worship service. Assistminister of youth. Clint Gen- ing Sunday morning will be
try will sing at the evening Greg DeLancy, Jim Feltner and
service and Mr. Nance at the Matt Hale. Danny Claiborne
evening service. Assisting will is worship leader and Roy
he John Smotherman, deacon Hawkins is youth and family
of the week, and Walter Bell, minister. Bible classes will
Greg Fortner, Mike Davis and begin at 9 a.m.
B.J. Koenecke, ushers. Sunday
First Christian: Dr. Charles
School will be at 9:30 a.m. L. Bolen, senior minister, will
and prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m. speak about "That Was Then:
The church sponsors "Experi- This Is Now- with scripture
encing Grace" on Sunday at 6 from I Timothy 1:12-17 at the
p.m. on Radio WVHM 90.5 FM. 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Glendale Road Church of Mark Dycus is minister of music
Christ: John Dale, minister, will with Julie Warner, Donnie Henspeak about "Our Mission State- drix and Judith Hill as accomment, Part 4 - Become a Fam- panists. The choir will sing
ily Bound by the Cross, 24/7" "The Everlasting Arms." Assistat the 9 a.m. worship service ing will be John Fuqua, worand about "Because You've ship leader, Doug VanderMolen

and Helen Campbell, elders, and worship will be Dr. Mickey
David Robinson, Fran Miller, Carpenter, district superintendTommy Durham, Eric Roberts ent, and Rev. Emily Burch,
and Teresa Nixon, diaconate.
director of the Wesley FounGoshen United Methodist: dation at MSU. The previous
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pas- week's worship service will be
tor, will speak about "Be the televised on NewWave ChanDifference" with scripture from nel 19 at 11 a.m. and on MurActs 15:36-40a at the 9 a.m. ray Electric Channel 15 at
worship service with Tim 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
Chaney as pastor's assistant.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Nicholas Brunn and Teela Ray, pastor, wills peak about
Etheridge will serve as acolytes. "Out of the Salt Shaker" at
Children's church will be direct- the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. wored by Kathy West. April Arnold ship services. He will give
will present special music and the children's sermon at both
will direct the choir
with services. Mike Crook is assoRenee Doyle, Pat Brunn and ciate pastor of music with MarCarla Halkias as accompanists. garet Wilkins and Lisa Ray As
Marlene Beach and Pat Brunn accompanists. Crook will sing
will serve as greeters. Sunday "People Need The Lord" at
School with Bob West as super- the first service and the sancintendent will be at 10:15 a.m. tuary choir will sing "Ye Shall
in the family fellowship cen- Be Witnesses" at the second
ter. The Sunday night Bible service. Assisting will be Matt
Study and Goshen-Kirksey Mattingly and Fred Stalls, deayouth groups will meet at Kirk- cons of the week, and Warren
sey Untied Methodist Church Edminster and Win Rose. Sunat 6 p.m. during the month of day School will be at 9:45
September.
a.m., World Mission Kick Off
North Pleasant Grove at 6 p.m. followed by an ice
Cumberland
Presbyterian: cream social and University
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, Worship at 8 p.m. in The Net
will speak about "The Courage building,
of Thoughtful People" with
Poplar Spring Baptist: Denscripture from Acts 28:15 at nis Not-veil, pastor, wilt speak
the 11 a.m. worship service. about "Cooperation" with scripCamme Cain will direct the ture from Ecclesiastes 4:9-12
music with Margaret Nell Boyd at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. woras accompanist. Sunday School ship services and about "Safe
for all ages will be at 10 a.m. Sex" with scripture from ExoFirst United Methodist: dus 20:14 at the 6 p.m. servBishop Dick Wills of the ice. Dee and Kathy Lipford
Nashville area of the United will lead the worship services
Methodist Church, will speak with Hazel Brandon, Susan
at the II a.m. traditional serv- Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
ice. Dr. Pam Wurgler is min- Carol Kelly as accompanists.
ister of music with Joan Bowk- Sunday School for all ages will
er as organist. The chancel be at 10 a.m.
choir will sing "The Majesty
Memorial Baptist: Fred
and Glory of Your Name." Richter of the Gideons InterKristen Shepard will give the national will be the speaker at
children's message . Acolytes the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. worwill be Jordan Nagy and Olivia ship services and Bro. Martin
Floyd with Erika Nagy as Severns, pastor, will speak about
acolyte parent. Assisting in the "Committed to Caring for the
Community for the cause of
Christ" at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Danny McGrew will
sing a solo at the 10:50 service. Assisting will be Gene
Knight, deacon of the week,
and Ron James, Sunday School
director. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m.
armies with blindness. But
Calvary Temple PenteElisha did not seek their
costal: Rev, Darrell Young,
death after they had been
pastor, will begin a new series
captured. Instead, he comof sermons titled "Successful
manded that food and water, Christian Living" with the focus
be set before them. The
this Sunday on "The Road to
story ends by telling us that
Successful Christian Living" at
armies
of
Aram
returned
the
the 11 a.m. worship service.
home and stopped raiding
Wesley Young will be in charge
Israel's territory" (2 Kings
of the music with special music
6:23 N1V). The lesson for
us is this: instead of being
overcome with a spirit of
II See Page 10A
fear or of revenge, we
should promote peace, eliminate hatred and break the
endless cycle of bitterness
and anger. This can be
done through forgiveness,
love and compassion even
toward those who would
harm us.
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray. KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
uww.nchrist.ore

What would Jesus say about fear?

By Richard Youngblood, Minister at
University Church of Christ
Question: We live in a
dangerous world with the
constant threat of terrorism
and pandemic infections, as
well as local crime and
ever-present diseases.
What advice would Jesus
offer to keep us from being
overwhelmed by fear?
Answer: Since the Son of
God came into our world
and lived as one of us, we
can be assured that he
knows our fears and understands the reasons for them.
However, he never promised
to remove all threats from
our lives. Instead, he has
assured those of us who
trust him that he will always
be with us and help us in
whatever we face. After
warning his disciples of the
dangers they would face
because of their faith, he
said, "I have told you these
things, so that in me you
may have peace. In this
world you will have trouble.
But take heart! I have overcome the world" (John
16:33J.
Some dangers can be
dealt with by taking preventive measures whenever possible. For example, the
prophet Elisha sent word to
the King of Israel to warm
him of an ambush by the
King of Aram. Armed with
this information. the Israelites
were able to avoid being
entrapped (2 Kings 6). By
being as informed as possible of any real threats we
face, we can prepare ourselves and prevent facing
dangers. For example, it is
foolish to walk down a dark
alley at night unprotected. to
leave doors unlocked in a
high-crime area or to eat
food at a restaurant known
for contamination. God gave
us minds and the ability to
protect ourselves from some
dangers.
Other clangers are beyond
our ability to know or do
anything about by our own
power. When we learn to
trust in the presence and
power of God to protect us.
we do not have to be over

come by fear. Jesus said.
"Do not be afraid of those
who kill the body but cannot
kill the soul. . Are not
two sparrows sold for a
penny? Yet not one of them
will fall to the ground apart
from the will of your Father.
And even the very hairs of
your head are all numbered.
So don't be afraid; you are
worth more than many sparrows" (Matthew 10:28-31
NW). Romans 8:31 adds,
"If God is for us. who can
be against us."
The attack on the army
of Israel by the King of
Aram presents yet another
example for us today. After
learning that Elisha had been
the person who had warned
the Israelites about the coming attack, the King of Aram
sent his armies after him.
Surrounded by these enemy
armies, Elisha prayed for
deliverance. God answered
that prayer and struck the

Kingdom Kids Learning center
Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South

CHURCHES

Spring Creek,
Scotts Grove hold
homecomings
Spring Creek Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday.
Worship by word and song will begin at 11 a.m. with a
short message by the pastor, Bro. Terry Powell. Immediately
following the message, singing will be by For Heaven's Sake,"
composed of Michael Glover, Lawanda Jones-Glover and Jackie West.
This is a change from the usual schedule for the day with
singing before lunch to be served at approximately 12:30 p.m.
For those unable to attend, donations for the Spring Creek
Cemetery Fund should be mailed to Billy Pyle, 3727 West
Fork Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Checks should be made to the
Spring Creek Cemetery Fund.
Also, the annual homecoming at Scotts Grove Baptist Church
will be Sunday at the church, located a 2317 U.S. Hwy. 641
North, Murray.
Rev. Billy Turner, former pastor of the church in the 1960s,
will be the speaker for the 11 a.m. worship service.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
A fellowship dinner will be served following the worship
service.
Rev. John Denham, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Two cifurches plan revivalatColdwater
Coldwater
Methodist
and Lynn Grove United Methodist Churches will
have a revival at Coldwater church starting Sunday and continuing through Wednesday.
Services will start at 7 p.m.
Speakers for the services on Sunday and Monday will be
Bro. Roger Hopson and wife, Cynthia; and for Tuesday and
Wednesday will be Bro. Mickey Carpenter and wife, Marsha
Dorgan.
For more information call Bro. Tim Palmer, pastor, at 4892371,

Greater Hope Baptists plan
special
service
treater Hope Baptist
Church will have a men's and women's
day YetVlee on 3undartir

Guest will be Rev. A. Richardson of Mt. Zion Baptist 'Church,
Paris, Tenn.
Rev. Henry Greer, interim pastor, invites the public to attend.
•
•
Ferguson Spring
Baptist
Church will hear Rev.
Gray
at revival
AUR
A, Ky. — Ferguson Spring Baptist Church will have
revival services starting Monday and continuing through Friday.
Evangelist William Lee Gray will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly.
Special music will be presented by the Messengers.

•See Page 10A
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Coldwater United Methodist Church

REVIVAL 2007

Sun., Sept. 16th - Wed., Sept. 19th
7:00 p.m. Nightly
Brother Tim Palmer, Pastor

Spots as ailable for three and four year olds.

The Coldwater United Methodist Church will host a
Revival Sun., Sept. 16th through Wed., Sept. 19th.
Services will begin at 7:00 p.m. Nightly.

Full Day (900 a m.—230 p.m.)
Monday (optional), Tuesday, &Thursday

Thefeatured speakers are:

Call Penny Perkins at 753-8240 for more information

JOB OPENING

Sunday, Sept. 16th - Roger Hopson
Monday, Sept. 17th - Cindy Hopson

Director of Children's Ministry
lull time position is as ailable at 1400+ member Nibrant church likated
in Murray. Kentucky This person will join laity and staff in a team nunistry The Director. working with the Children's Council. will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will he a
motivator with high energy and excellent organiLational and leadership
skills Salary will he negotiated per experience
Send a letter of applis anon and resume, including a minimum of three refto Res Richard Smith at 501 Maple Street. Murray. KY 42071
;iv phone contacts please, Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
be made by email to casketinurrayfirst,com. Persons may also visit
ow wehcste at v, v, migriolgumat The deadline for application is
October 1

Nicr

Tuesday, Sept. 18th - Mickey Carpenter
Wednesday, Sept. 19th - Marsha Dorgan
Special singing and music will be a part of each evening's services.
The members of the Coldwater United Methodist Church
invite everyone to attend.
To find out more about our revival visit our website:

www.coldwaterchurch.org.

First Unitud Mothodist Church
503 Maphp 9 • Murray KY 42071
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Churches recruiting Latin American
clergy to better serve Hispanics
By The Associated Press
They're in a new counPHOENIX !AP,
try. working A new nib and living a new life,
but for the Latin American immigrants who
come to the United Suites every year. going
to church doesn't have to be any different from
worshipping back home.
Churches across the nation Are actively pursuing clergy from Honduras to Argentina to
meet the dentrnds ot an eser-growing number
of Hispanic parishioners
Some Roman Catholic dioceses send recruiters
to Latin America to bring priests or seminarians to the United States The Episcopal Church.
through its Central and South American Province,
has r direct connection to Latin Americans
who want to WI-Se here And Southern Baptist
churches rely on word of mouth to find Latin
American muster.
The reasons go beyond merely finding someone to conduct Spanish-language services
Churches also want to connect with congregants on a cultural level. and Latin Amcncan
clergy can tailor services to immigrants from
specific countries
"I was an immigrant myself,- said Pastor
Hector Hanes. a native of El Salvador who
leads a Baptist church in Phoenix -I have a
great deal of sympathy for immigrants, and
even though there are cultural differences between
Mexicans. Central Americans and South Americans. there us J was in which we feel part of
the same communit!,
-We talk about the %AMC things - the customs. the food,
he added -It's just A
natural bond
Making a connection is vital, said Edwin
Ilernander. program director of the Center for
the Study of Latino Religion at the Universi—
ty of Notre Dame
-les about the nuances of cultural identity
that immediately create A bonding that can
never he replicated h rnyhody
he said
'The cultural identification arid bonding that
occur when a person of the same background
is leading them. sers mg them and ',serail pro
siding spiritual leadership is a big draw, and
it sustains people's faith
Flie recruitment wasn't necessarily needed
in the past V. hen IA a s es 01 Polish, German.
and Irish immigrants were coming to the United States in the 19th and 21/th centuries, for
example. their Catholic priests followed them
That's not happening anymore Churches
now need to rctisely seek out clergy and %CM
imariaris. said Hill 11 Antonio. a retired %Oslo'.
ogist who has taught it the Unisersity of Connecticut and at the Catholic Unisersity of
Amens
As;cotding i. (7.011 estimates by the Pew
i;oruin liti-itcligion And Public Life. in Wash--11111110WO.C.. Hispania. coorpsIso :dust el all
Catholic s and t, percent “t
at 'Protestants in the United States

TOM BERRWLedger & Tenei
CREATURE COMFORTS: Tim

Tracy of Cozy Critters Farm in Farmington, Ky., shows oft one
of several animals raised by the business to residents of the Spring Creek Health Care facility during a visit Wednesday afternoon. The bi-annual event is meant to give residents some
pleasant exposure to animals as well as some time outdoors in the courtyard and sunshine
AP
Father Ruben Rios, a native of

Argentina,

walks behind altar boys during the concluding
procession at Immaculate Heart of -Mary
Church in Phoenix
lhe group predicts a continued rapid growth

•In Our Churches

of Hispanic Christians. 68 percent of whom
Roman Catholic and 15 percent of whom
are born-again or evangelical Protestants
With the growth, coupled with a competition for congregants among Christian faiths,
church leaders realire they can't afford to fail
to meet the needs of Hispanic believers
Veronica Rays. an immigrant from Mexico
City living in New York City. said she switched
churches several years ago because she didn't
feel a cultural connection with her previous
pastor. who was born in the United States and
spoke Spanish AN a second language
It makes you feel more like you are in a
strange country and you cannot bring your own
customs and worship like you're used to.- she

\
at
by
esening serske will he held
WedneuLis Bible Stud. And
youth groups !wet at 7 r11
Bethel United Methodist:
Res Jason Jones. pastor. will
speak about -Arnaring Gracewith scripture from / firrioth.
1 12'
1 at the 9 40 rli
ship service with Hohhs Row
land as liturgist Congregrtis sti
at youth will serve as Acolytes
lanna Schroader will lead the
muo.. with Lasonir Rowland
as pianist Children s time will
be by Susan 115 .ins and Happy
Bynum will scINC as greeter
Sunda St h4•,1 with (limy Vs &Rs
as supennirrident will he at
10- 1) a m
Brooks I hapel thited
Methodist: He. Jason Jones,
piStisf will speak about AMA/ing Grace- with scripture from
/ fltriorh. / /: /' At the II
fn worship sersice with Bob
Alexander is liturgist Congregational south will sense as
acolytes I ddic Rani•C!. will
lead the musk with Rita ('ul
set. laneen Itturkeen. Hansel
Keith and I ',gene Dick as
accompanists Children's time
will he directed by. Beth More
head Marcia Crick will serse
as greeter Sunday School with
Joel Jackson as superintendent
will he at 10 am

- kaya----eard -She now feels more fulfilled at
Sa. Careguili die Great on the Upper West Side
of Manhattan. where the priest is from the
Dominican Republic

Locust Grose Baptist: Pas
tot V. Fly ter Wilson will speak
about -A Sets ant of God Losing Channels- with scripture
9 16'
from :etPrinthian% 4
18 at the II am worship service and about 'The Freedom
of he Gospel lkin't Think of
Pink Elephant.- with scripture from lkormats 5.19.21 at
the h p ID worship sets ice
Robert Houston is song leader
with Sharon Pierceall and len
infer Wilson as As‘iimpAnists
Harry Thomas will least the
Kid's Corner And special music
will he by Jim and Jackie nut
man at the morning hour arid
Pastor Wilson will sing "I 'Nino%
Who Holds tomorrow - at the
esening hour Sundry School
will he at 1(1 am. and Wednesday service 41 7 p in
Hazel United Afethodist
Hr.. Nian Trull. pastor. will
speak at the 9 'f a M Worship 'ter" tie .1 V. Jones is wor ship leader with his wife, Toni.
as pianist Special music will
he presented lohnnr Nance
will bring the children's message Sunday School will follow the morning sersice
Mason's Chapel I..nited
Methodist: tiro Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about -Have
You Seen Him-' with scripture from Reteldrion 1 12 18
at the II am 'worship sees.
ice hank Coles leds the morn

DM= NOMA
CoompOroov tractor* *gamey Ommoio Mom
Corporow Sulk 411 Omar

3 Car

Vinyl

Pastor lames Keeling invites the public to
attend The church is located on Ky. 402, just
west of Aurora

are

•Church Bulletins ...
From Page 9A

From Page 9A

ing service and consist
children's church with Jennie
Dickerson as coordinator and
special music Karen Coles and
Sharon Myatt are instrunien
talists Jennie Dickerson is the
youth coordinator for the
Wednesday youth service at
6-30 p fir with A meal served
Sunday School will he at I()
a ni
Bethel Apostolic Pentecostal: Pastor Dale Newman
will speak on
Receiving the
Holy (;host and Eire- with scnptures front Ai t % 2 and Marthes,
3.11 at the lo a m service
Special singing will be by
Alyssr Hayden and Taylor Wallace with music by local church
music lifts The palace will speak
on -Kt-sisal Is In the Air- with
scripture from An ti 1 8 at the
5 pin service
First Presbyterian: Rev Dr
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak
about
"Benson and Between- with
scnriture from Hehrrn 13.14/6 at the 10-45 am worship
-WIN We Special musk will be
by Jim Cnockslunk, piper. and
Bonnie McNeely, beadle Calling ot the Clans will be by
Sam McNeely Dave Howe will
he liturgist and Ann and Jerry
Stanley and Roger and Stefan'
Weis will he ushers Sunday
School will he at 9 tO am

Aurora Baptist Church will
hear Bro. Miles at revival
AURORA. Ky. — Aurora Baptist Church
will have revival services starting Sunday and
continuing through Friday with Bro Brettmiles.
pastor of Northsidc Baptist Church. Alm. as

• ••

ser. Services will be nightly with the theme
being as follows:
Sunday, Family reunion night. Monday, Sun-day School night; Tuesday, Bring a Friend
night; Wednesday. Youth night; Thursday, Unusual Bible night. and Friday, Pack A Pew night.
Bro. Richard Edmiston, pastor, and Terry
Blackburn, music director, invites the public to
attend the revival services.
A free community fish fry will be held Saturday. Sept. 22, at 4 p.m. at the church.

progress
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL
CENTER'S NEW FACILITY
Primary Core Medical Center believe,.
very much in progress, and we are
oroud to be part of a progressive
Muriay and Calloway County W...
rontinually strive to bring the latest In
new innovations and technology in
healthcare to Our patients and the
community Our new office is the latest
commitment to our patients to improve
healthcare delivery in our community

Primary riFt
ef
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
to"al /No.tw, • internal .ktecladsn, • Pechasncs `(16-(ere

The new facility will be opening October 1, 2007 at the corner of 12th Street
and Glendale Road. will be one of the most technologically advanced
outpatient medical facilities in the United States. The facility will be fully digital
with advanced diagnostic capabilities. We are aloud to offer our commitment
-4 compassionate and advanced medical care to you and your family.
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Dunn Cup tees Three's company in 2nd District
LADY TIGERS' VICTORY OVER GRAVES COUNTY MAKES 3-WAY TIE
off Saturday
IN ITS 7TH YEAR,
TOURNEY WILL BE AT
OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Closing in on a near decade,
the Dunn Cup will once again
resume its battle between Oaks
Country Club and Murray
Country Club this weekend.
The tournament, named after
long-time Oaks member Holmes
Dunn. will be played at Oaks on
Saturday and Sunday. The event
kicks off at 9 a.m. on Saturday.
On Sunday, the start time is 1

rm.

Jacob Oakley will hit the ceremonial first shot on Saturday.
Oakley's father. Kerry, passed

away last year after being
involved in an automobile accident. The elder Oakley was an ,
original member of the Oaks If
Country Club team, and was
instrumental in starting the tournament.
Twelve players from each
club will make up the two
squads.
Since its inception in 2000.
Murray Country Club has woo
five of the seven events, including back-to-back victories in
2004 and 2005. Oaks is the
defending champion and is
looking to retain the trophy.

MICHAEL DANN e Lodger & Tunes

ks Country Club team captain Mark Waldrop, left, holds up
the Dunn Cup trophy along with Murray County Club team
captain Johnny Gingles on Thursday. The Dunn Cup tournament gets underway Saturday at Oaks. It will conclude on
Sunday.

Lakers take
triangular
FISHER CARDS 51 IN FINAL HOME MATCH
(41) and Daniel Harper(42)folStaff Report
Calloway County's boys' lowed in the Laker order.
For Murray High. Brady
golf team won a tii-match with
Murray High and Hickman Powell and Blake Graham
County on Thursday afternoon shared team sconng honors, as
both carded a 44. Keaton Tate
at Oaks Country Club.
The Lakers claimed the followed with a 45, while Jordan
match with a team score of 160, Smith added a 46.
Hickman County was led by
finishing ahead of Hiclunan's
177 and a 179 carded by the Brett Johnson. who turned in a
39. Lee Gream followed with a
oval Tigers.
Matt 43, Ross Hogancamp had a 47
Calloway's
McReynolds led all finishers and Brett Mitchell tallied a 48.
In girls' action, Calloway
with a 37. Teammates Chasten
Howard (40). Hunter Garrison
See GOLF. 313

Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Murray
High's Lady Tiger soccer team
bounced back from a deflating
loss to Marshall County with a
2-0 shutout of Graves County on
Thursday night.
The victory by the Lady
Tigers (8-3-2, 4-1 Second

District) now creates a threeway tie atop the district standings between Murray, Graves
(7-3-1, 4-1) and Marshall (7-5,
4-1).
Last night, MHS and Graves
battled to a scoreless tie before
Shelby Johnson broke the
impasse with a goal offf a

Nicole Edison assist to give the
Lady Tigers a 1-0 lead.
Williams
gave
Caitlin
Murray an insurance goal with
about 15 minutes left, as
Leslianne Gilson provided the
assist.
Murray High outshot the
Lady Eagles 13-4. Carly Mathis,

again subbing for the injured
Morgan Graham in goal, recorded four saves. Kelsey Foy had
nine saves for Graves.
The Lady Tigers return to the
field on Tuesday, when they
play crosstown rival Calloway
County at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.

PREP_ VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

ouse Rules
TIGERS EVEN
SCORE AGAINST
CROSSTOWN
RIVAL CALLOWAY
Staff Report
Murray High evened the season ledger against crosstown
rival Calloway County on
Thursday night, defeating the
Lady Lakers in two sets in prep
volleyball action at Tiger
Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers (7-5)
claimed the closely-contested
match over CCHS (6-6) by
scores of 25-21 and 26-24, getting revenge on the Lady
Lakers, who won an earlier
matchup between the two teams
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Leading the attack for
Murray was Leah. .Dielenian,
who recorded 1,0.diga-ans$411611
kills on the night. She also completed a team-high 23 passes.
Abby Dowdy turned in four
blocks, four kills, two digs and
one assist, while Jamie Courtney
added three aces, three digs, two
assists and two kills. Lauren
Dieleman posted 16 assists
while also adding four digs and
two aces.
Caitlin Herrington had seven
digs to go along with five kilss,
two blocks, one ace and one
assist. Taylor Butler tallied two
aces, one block, one kill and one
dig, while Christin Gong added
three digs and one ace to go
along with 19 passes completed.
Katlynn Knight led the
Calloway charge with nine
points, one assist, one block, one
kill and one ace. Brittnee Deitz
followed with five points and
one kill, while Lexie Watson
recorded two points and a kill.
Kristen Phillips tallied two
points, two kills and one ace,
while Teala Penick had four
assists, two kills, one block and
one point. Attie Thompson
rounded out the Lady Laker
effort with two kills and one
point.
In junior-varsity action,
Murray High captured a victory
in two sets, winning 21-11 and
21-15.
Allison Rogers tallied four
points, two aces and one assist

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Murray High's Caitlin Herrington (6) prepares to send the ball over the net as Kristen Phillips
looks to send it back during Thursday's Fourth District volleyball matchup at Tiger Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers defeated the Lady Lakers in two sets.
for CCHS. Haley Edwards had
three points. Cydney Clere one
and Knight added one block and
one kill

No JV statistics were provided by Murray High.
Murray returns to action on
Tuesday. when it hosts Fourth

Distnct rival Marshall County.
Calloway also plays at home on
Tuesday, hosting district foe
Christian Fellowship.

GOVERNOR'S CUP

Burton gets one last shot at Brhom
UK SENIOR WIDE RECEIVER LOOKS TO GET FIRST WIN OVER LOUISVILLE QB

Laker senior golfer Ellie Fisher tees off on No 2 during
rsday's prep action at Oaks Country Club. Fisher, playing
r final home match, carded a 51 for CCHS. which topped
irray 208-210 in the final team tally

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky "It's a very significant event when you can
quarterback Andre Woodson pretends he is have two quarterbacks who, in high school,
confused when asked how many victories he were only about 35 miles apart."
Both were multi-sport athletes since childhas amassed against Louisville quarterback
hood. but their rocket arnis quickly put them
Brian Brohm.
"Basketball or football?" Wocxison says on a collision path to be quarterbacks — and
rivals. Brohm. however. always had the edge.
with a gnn.
While Woodson played at a good football
Basketball may rule the Bluegrass state.
but Woodson would gladly surrender his program. North Hardin High in Radcliff.
entire undefeated prep record against Brohm Brohm attended a great one — Louisville's
on the hardwood for just one dent in Brohm's Trinity High School.
Not surprisingly, Brohm was more hotly
perfect career record against him on the gridrecruited — by many accounts the nation's
imn.
Wcxxlson will get one last chance on top quarterback from his graduating class.
Saturday when Kentucky (2-0) hosts No. 9 Woodson scraped his way onto a probationfiddled Kentucky team where he redshirted
Louisville (2-0).
"You're going to see two of the best quar- his first year, served as a backup his second
terbacks in the nation and probably two and struggled his third.
Dunng drills before last season, Woodson
future NFL quarterbacks that are homegmwn." Kentucky coach Rich Brooks said. briefly slipped to second on the depth chart

behind speedster ('urns Pulley. That lit a fire
under him.
"I knew that I could lose this position,"
Worxison said. -That's something I didn't
want to go through."
Out of nowhere, Woodson cut a full second off his delivery time and threw for 31
touchdowns as a junior, leading the Wildcats
to victory over Clemson in the Music City
Bowl. Almost overnight, what had been
Kentucky's biggest perceived weakness —
turned into its
the vertical passing game
biggest strength.
As expected, Brohm is generating as much
Heisman Trophy hype as anyone, and with
nine TIN through two games. he's done little
to change that. But some national pundits
suggest Woodson projects better for the next
level, in part because of his decision making
skills

-
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Saturday, Sept. 15 • 6 p.m. • Roy Stewart Stadium

Wallace: Talented Racers
pose stiff test for Eagles

OVC Standings
OVC
Eastern *roe
Austin Posy
&Mom Karaucky
Jacksorrnlis Stake
Saneunt
Southeast laissoun
ferviessee ',tee
Tennessee Menai
litany Saes
Tarinesaat Tech

1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

Thursday s Scare*
Tennessee Tech XX Concordia Xx
Sarnlord XX Preebyierisn XX
Setunkty's OWN*
Eastern 114 al Western Kr — 3 p m
6p m
On).sSiatstasIs.nhl
6 p in
Indiana Slate at St MO
Lasabulth al Musty Oats — I p.as
Terni$11110 St at Austin Peay • 6 p m
10 Aladin at Cant Mamas - 6 pm
is. State ia Memphis 7 p m

SPOTLIGHT ON
THE OVC
Gavin

Ti.. OVC R•COONI 'rutAlhelit
laasks.o,SUM sophomore *Henske beck
Eddie CsMon tied an OVC record on Sap
6 Mien he clercapled • pass in to torsi
tons and returned • 100 yards kir •
tO..8t100%1N Prior to Calvin s teat oray taro
d9"."1st Wa had
.
'W M.P
41
Hay Oldham of Middle Tennessee 119101
anis George Floyd of Eastern Kentucky
ONO) He is Ilse 20•1 pse.ts a. Football
ChampiOnship Subdivision helory to
aches* tie het Ouch ass clone only
onus in 80 2006 seirion

Siam Sete
rich senor

Tacit El•Card. Tennessee
wide rebarrer tarry Shipp
niacin history in Week 2 es iv Memphis
Tenn near* caught low passes from
Tern 08 La• Sosseturf to move wet Sole
possestuon at test plata on the TTU
career WAPI.15t. lit 52' .
H caughl
passes in Ws* 1 lo es former record
holder Waller MS 19616 Pal tor first and
Pawed him *sal the tour gratis vernal
Curnberlarid University Shea, now ranks
eghth OVC history It7 career catch,*

gasmen Asspreecere UTM FlsoarttAfter gaining 10 yard* c Me season
opener al Southern Mat and 111 pai/dil
Week 2 against keeisoiat Sials UTM•rlirl
,ounrrng WWII Don Chapman S lust
w)
1111,
tO yews ewer from hrsig Ohs Sil4wa00
at aine rushco record (4 0331 curreney
held try Bobby rower. ( I e65 Set
44681A1 mos.
0161011•1111 amitami

wns ti.ovr issaisey

ow),
It'd he.py.1 1

I ze yards away tram tying
Manus Thomas (Eastern Kisntuctiy
1969 92, Its test on Vi. OVC shave
home 111 li1+01 SO break
oishco imi 1111
8
flu as tine record the week at
Central Arkansas

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It 1114) not he playing the Louisville
t'ardirtals in front of 40,000-plus tans. but
Lainhuth's trip to Roy Stewart Stadium on
Saturday to face the Murray State Racers Is
a big deal to the Eagles and their long-time
head coach, Vic Wallace
-0•11 be a great experience for our players... said Wallace, who has compiled a 9657-1 record in 14-plus seasons at the
Jackson. Tenn , school "When you get
through college, you have a scrapbook full
it MCInUfles These kids will remember
I like
games like this their whole Ilse.
the fact that were playing under the lights.
and in a bigger stadium than we're used to
playing in"
for the Eagles — members of the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics(NAIA)-- Saturday's contest will
he the equivalent of the Racers' games
against DiViiiion 11-A- imints:And it
likely produce the same result for the lowerdiv ision squad
Still. Wallace feels the game will he
a tiny Methodistpositive tor Lamhuth
affiliated school in west Tennessee that
boasts lust 1.000 students
"Ise been tat Lainhuthi for several
years, and we.se played several I-AA Wants.
We's e roesa won one of those games. but
we've been in some close ones,- Wallace
sleoncti -We certainly feel that if we play
well, we k an be competitive and make it a
hallgame Already at a disadvantage due to a discrepancy in squad sue between NAIA and IAA schools 11-AA teams are allowed 53
scholarships while NAIA teams only have
the Eagles will really be behind the
proserbial 8-hall against MSU.
of their key weapiiii,

LAMBUTIli

Focus On?:
Lambuth:::
First Gems: The first game Ni Lames:14a
football history was actually ptayeaff,
against Murray Slate A 7-0 Racer win 4.
Oct 3 1924 Coincidentally, the ,44:
season was also MSU s first season asllik
football program In that '24 camping":
the Racers finished 3-3-3 under heak
caoch Irby Koffman who coached Murree;
lust that one season The contest agarner
the Eagles was the second ever for dae:
Racers who battled the Union Unrversairt
freshmen team to a scoreless tie in itto:
frli-ever game on Sept 26 of that year
Proem History: The Eagles played
toolball from 1924 until 1947 but shut
down the program for 38 years before
1965 Since beginning the
revndng it
program for a .mu,'d time Lambuth has
posted an overall record of 120-105-1 ,
The Eagles are a member of the National,
Times

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger

Assocalion of Intercollegiate Athieticy

(NAIA, and play in the Micl-Soufti-•
Conference The Eagles went 4-7 in

Murray State redshirt freshman quarterback Jetf Ehrhardt has been impressive in
2006
his first two outings as the Racers starter, throwing for 325 yards and two touch- Coach Vic Wallace: ye Waliace is in his
attempts
33-of-56
completing
while
1555 season of guiding the Larritxith prodowns against no interceptions
gram alter stints
Howcyer, Wallace took one good look at as the head
on the ground in the Lagles 48-44 tnurnph
the Racers' competition and dismissed their coach at the
over I nion (Ky.) College last weekend
University of St
Lambuth's personnel losses and the supposed struggles.
I 1 986-Louisville is one of the top teams in the Thomas
potential of a young and talented Murray
at
and
a jeweli
a
)
0,dmarn
92
topthe
of
one
is
State
Illinois
and
country.
could
points
and
offense to rack up yardage
were
(1961-They
said.
he
College
I-AA."
in
rated teams
spell disaster for the Eagles
"Vie look at their offense as being very only down 14-10 at halftime against Illinois 8el
During his tenure
well-rounded.- Wallace said of the Racers. State. And nen against Louisville. we at
Lambuth
of
two-thirds
for
has
Wallace
"Were going to base to stop the run and the thought they played well
the
guided
pass, and that's going to put a lot of pressure the game.
---- -We've seen film of them from 34106 and -Eag*
Sterung quarterback lath CarraL-ii IwoWallace
a 96rec
57 1 h)record
MSU enters this weekend's action reeling 2007, and they're a much better football including a I 1
time All Mid South onterente selection.
overt
will miss the game ssith An injury Lamhuth from two lopsided defeats at Lciuissilk and team in 24817 I don't think there's any com- man to the 2007 season His
coachwig record stands at t74-t02-5 could also he without the sets ices of senior Illinois State. Fusing been outored by the parison.- continued Wallace. -They run well which ranks fifth among actve NAIA
All-Attiera a running bask Kevin Haynes. Cardinals and Redbirds by a ..ornhined score and play hard.... We think they have one of coaches
the hest defenses we'll sec all year.who tallied I 0-0 yards And three touchdowns of I16-27

vi•P"

(G"
)

Racing into a great season
with MSU Football!

TOM'S GRILLE
7fteeteut & Sat‘eirday Sftecieted
12.99
Steak & Shrimp

Ittf( Colifei It

Top sirloin with grilled shrimp includes sick and soup or salad

SPECIAL APPETIZER
$6.99

Coconut Shrimp

'Poe" Good 9-14-07 and 9-15-07•4 p.m.-10 p.m. Only

/14
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701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Subscribe today and start getting the
area's most comprehensive news
coverage From a focus on fine arts
to the latest sports reports and
everything in between we bong you
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBAL ROUNDUP

MMS splits doubleheader with Fulton Co.
i

aft Report
:The seventh and eighth grade football
teams at Murray Middle School split a doubleheader with Fulton County in their last
home games of the season on Thursday.
night at Ty Holland Stadium.
In seventh grade action, the Tigers
evened their record at 2-2 on the season by
rolling past the Pilots 16-0. Fulton County,
however, got revenge in the eighth grade
contest by defeating Murray 22-14.
The seventh grade Tigers scored both of
their touchdowns in the first quarter, as
yearterhack Adam Melton opened the scoring with a 41-yard run. Andre Phillips added
the 2-point conversion as MMS led 8-0.
On the next Murray possession, Phillips
scampered 63 yards for a touchdown.

Melton then reached the end zone on a keep- ond quarter on a 38-yard run. The 2-point
conversion made the score 8-0. But MMS
er to complete the scoring.
Adding to the offensive highlights for answered with a 31-yard run by Ian Hesken.
MMS was a 72-yard run by halfback Andy The 2-point try, however, was no good, leavFraher near the end of the first half.
ing the Tigers trailing 8-6 at halftime.
Murray grabbed the lead in the third
Alex Miller led the defensive highlights
for the Tigers with a pass deflection in the quarter, when Heskett reached the end zone
on an 8-yard run. Quarterback Kendall
fourth quarter.
In the eighth grade game, the Tigers and Deese added the 2-point conversion to give
Pilots were tied at 14-14 until the visitors the Tigers a 14-8 advantage. But Fulton
scored on a 62-yard pass play with just 1:25 County answered on its next possession,
remaining in the fourth quarter. Fulton scoring on a 16-yard run. The 2-point try
County added the 2-point conversion to lead failed, leaving the game tied at 14.
Defensively for Murray, linebackers
by eight.
Murray had one last chance to score, Garrett Cowan and Dustin Garland had solid
driving inside the Fulton County 20 in the games.
Both Murray squads will return to the
final minute. However, the Tigers could not
field next Thursday, when they travel to
reach the end zone.
The Pilots opened the scoring in the sec- Lone Oak for a doubleheader.

NFL fines Belichick $500,000
and team $250,000 for spying

;

SCOTT NANNEY

Ledger & Times

Murray High's Keaton Tate taps in a putt on hole No. 2 during
Thursday's prep golf match at Oaks Country Club. Tate finished the day with a 45 as the Tigers shot a 179.

•Golf
rsiom Page 1B
Obunty topped Murray by finishing with a team score of 208
toethe Lady Tigers' 210.
.:Madison Connell paced
CCCHS with a 50, while senior
Ellie Fisher, playing in her final
hre match, carded a 51.
•.

Summer Simmons 154) and
Safiah Hassan (56) rounded out
the Lady Laker effort.
Katrina Olson posted the best
score among local female competitors, turning in a 47. Adrian
Hemdon followed with a 52,
while Christina Veach posted a
53 and Samantha Tinsley a 58.

FOXBOROUGH,
Mass.
(AP) — Bill Belichick is ready
for his close-up.
The Patriots' coach escaped
suspension for using a video
camera to spy on opposing
coaches, with NFL commissioner Roger Goodell deciding
instead on Thursday night to fine
him $500,000 and dock the team
$250,000 and a first-day draft
pick next year.
It was the biggest fine ever
for a coach and the first time in
NFL history a first-round draft
pick has been confiscated as apenalty. But Belichick will be on
the sideline on Sunday night, as
planned, when the Patriots play
the San Diego Chargers.
"I specifically considered
whether to impose a suspension
on Coach Belichick," Goodell
wrote in a letter to the team. "I
have determined not to do so,
largely because I believe that the
discipline I am imposing of a
maximum fine and forfeiture of
a first-round draft choice, or
multiple draft choices, is in fact
more significant and long-lasting, and therefore more effective, than a suspension."
Goodell found the Patriots
guilty of using videotape to try to
steal the New York Jets' signals
during Sunday's -gime. Heordered New England to surrender next year's first-round draft
choice if it reaches the playoffs,
and second- and third-round
picks if it doesn't.
Both the NFL and Belichick
stressed that the camera was
seized before the end of the first
quarter and had no impact on the
game, which the Patriots won
38-14.
"This episode represents a
calculated and deliberate attempt
to avoid longstanding rules
designed to encourage fair play

, „, sf.„4;i:
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and promote honest competition
on the playing field," Goodell
wrote.
The NFL statement said
Goodell believed owner Robert
unaware
of
Kraft
was
Belichick's actions. But the commisSioner penalized the club
because of Belichick's "substantial control over all aspects of
New England's football operations."
"His actions and decisions are
properly attributed to the club,"
Goodell said..
Reached at his home, Kraft
declined to comment.
In a statement issued two
hours after the punishment was
announced, Belichick said he
misinterpreted the league's rules
but acknowledged that "part of
my job as head coach is to ensure
that our football operations are
conducted in compliance of the
league rules and all accepted
interpretations of them."
"I accept full responsibility
for the actions that led to
tonight's ruling," the statement
said. "Once again, I apologize to
the Kraft family and every person directly or indirectly associated with the New England
Patriots for the embarrassment,
distraction and penalty my mistake- caused. I also apologize to
Patriotsfans and would like to
thank them for their support during the past few days and
throughout my career."
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY •753-3415

Haveistor

Naito Auto
insurance

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
89 58605
New Your
83 63568 51/2
Toronto
73 73 50015 1/2
Baltimore
62 83428
26
61
Tampa Bay
86.415
28
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
85 61 582
—
Detroit
67.544
5 1/2
80
Minnesota
72 74.493
13
Kansas City
63 82.43421 1/2
Chicago
62 84 425
23
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
86 60 589
—
77 68 531 8 1/2
Seattle
72 76486. IS
Oakland
Texas
69 77 473
17

Thursday's Games
BaSimore 3, LA Angels 0
Toronto 2, NY Yankees 1
Oakland 6, Texas 5
Seattle 8. Tampa Bay 7
Friday's Games
N.Y. Yankees (Pettotte 13-8) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 14-12), 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 12-81 at
Cleveland (Sabathia 17-7), 605 p m
Baltimore (Suites 5-5) at Toronto
(Litsch 5-8), 607 pm
Detroit (Robertson 7-11) at Minnesota
(Garza 3-5). 7 10 p.m.
LA Angels (Colon 6-6) at Chicago
White Sox )Contreras 8-16), 7 11 p.m.
Texas (Gabbard 6-1) at Oakland (Meyer
0-1), 905 pm
Tampa Bay (Shields 12-8) at Settle
liernandez 12-7L8-85 p.rn%
Saturday's Games
Baltimore (Zambrano 0-2) at Toronto
(Halladay 14-7), 12.07 p.m
N Y Yankees(Wang 18-6) at Boston
(Beckett 18-6), 2.55 pm
Texas (McCarthy 5-9) at Oakland
(Blanton 13-9), 2 55 p m
Kansas City (Greinke 6-5) at Cleveland
(Carmona 16-8), 6 05 p m
LA Angels (Jer Weaver 11-7) at
. 605
Chicago White Sox (Garland 9-11 )
pm
Detroit ()Miami° 1-1) at Minnesota
(J Santana 15-11), 6.10 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 12-81 at Seattle
(Rarnirez 8-6). 805 pm
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Cleveland 12 05 p m
.
pm
Baltimore at Toronto 1207
LA Angels at Chicago White Sox 1 05
pm
Detroit at Minnesota. 1 10 p m
Texas at Oakland, 305 pm
Tampa Bay at Seattle 3.05 pm
N.Y Yankees at Boston. 7.05 pm

•

••

sa.
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National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
83 62 572
—
77 69.527 6 1/2
Philadelphia
74 72 507 9 1/2
Atlanta
Washington
65 81.44518 1/2
Florida
63 83.43220 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
75 71 514
-Chicago
74 71.510 1/2
Milwaukee
5
St Louis
69 75.479
Cincinnati
67 79 459
8
10
Pittsburgh
65 81 445
12
Houston
63 83 432
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Anzona
83 64.565
Diego
78
67.538
4.
San
Los Angeles
77 69 527 51th
76 70,521 61/2
Colorado
San Francisco
66 80.45216'1/2 *

Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 5, St Louis 4
Philadelphia 12, Colorado 4
Chicago Cubs 6, Houston 2
L A Dodgers 6. San Diego 3
Friday's Games
Atlanta (James 10-10) at Washington
(Chico 5-8). 6.05 p m
(Moyer
13-11) at NY Mets
(PG
h,a
ilavtlpih3
1a_6
(r6opm
Cincinnati(Sheam 2-0) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 12-4), 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Snell 9-12) at Houston
(Oswalt 14-7), 7.05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Zambian° 15-12) at St
Louis (Wainwright 13-101 7 10 p m
Florida (Willis 8-15) at Colorado (Fogg
9-9), 8S05,p m
San Francisco (Zito 9-12) at San Diego
(Young 9-7), 9.05 pm
Anzona (Davis 13-11) at L A Dodgers
(Penny 15-4), 9.40 p m
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia (Lohse 8-12) at N Y Mats
(Martinez 2-0). 12:10 pm
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 15-7) at St Louis
(Looper 12-10), 12.10 p m . 1st game
Anzona (L Hernandez 10-91 at LA
Dodgers (Lowe 11-12), 2 55 p m
Cincinnati (Dumatrart 0-4) at Milwaukee
ISuppan 9-ti). 6 05 p m.
Atlanta (Cormier 2-5) at Washington
)Bergmann 4-5). 605 p.m
Pittsburgh (Morris 9-91 at Houston
Rodriguez 8-13), 6.05 p m
Florida (Mitre 5-8) at Colorado
(Jimenez 3-3). 705 pm
Chicago Cubs (Marshall 7-7) at St
Louts (Pineiro 5-4), 7 10 p m , 2nd
game
San Francisco (Cain 7-14) at San
Diego lTomixo 2-111. 9 05 p m
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at NY Mets. 12 10 pm
Atlanta at Washington, 12.35 p m
Cialdinnetl Wiewsuiuse. .1135 pm
Pittsburgh at Houston 1 05 p m
Chicago Cubs at St Louis. 1 15 pm
Florida at Colorado. 205 p m
San Francisco at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Anzona at L A Dodgers, 110 p.m.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Slaton scores 3 TDs to lead
No. 4 West Virginia past Maryland
COLLEGE PARK. Md.(AP)
West Virginia is so deep in
nt at running back, a guy
o•s averaging 15 yards a
carry can't crack the starting
Iirup.
Steve Slaton will remain the
searter for the fourth-ranked
Mountaineers, but there's a good
L.biance freshman Noel Devine
vit:11 begin to get a lot more playing time after his performance
against
night
Thursday
Maryland.
Devine ran for I Th yards on
fii,e carries, backing another
ssilid performance by Slaton and
hilping West Virginia cruise to a
11-14 victory.
The 5-foot-8 Devine served
eaa Slaton's setup man. In the
third quarter, his runs of 31 and
76 yards preceded I -yard tout h
down thrusts by Slaton that gast

tt

Lk* Salter
aftlailkalIVIRICE Wei
la.0.. a, rota Be rows,co
cameo VI bd..
64111 Mein N.• 7S3-11142

TV, radio
Friday. S. 14
AUTO RACING
2 pin
NASCAR Neste' Cup poi*
ESPIG
guelsiyrig lor Sylvarm 300 al Loudon
NH
COU.EGIE FOOTBALL
7 p.m
LiSPI42 — Oklahoma Si al Trny
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LEAGUE
MAJOR
6 p in
,
esp., _ N V Yana**a a. (anon
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7 p.rn
1340
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M
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the Mountaineers a 28-7 lead.
Devine. who has 256 yards in
17 attempts this season, has
made quite an impression on
West Virginia coach Rich
Rodriguez.
"He continues to run hard
and be hungry. It's going to give
us an ability to rest Steve a little
bit; we'll probably be able to
play them both at times,"
Rodriguez said."He's still learning his way, but he's a gifted
guy. I'm happy .for him."
Slaton doesn't mind sharing
the workload, and it has nothing
to do with the fashion in which
Devine set him up for easy
touchdowns.
"He's quick, talented and
shifty. He's in one place and
then another," Slaton said.
-Other teams have to watch out
for him. They can't just key on
me, they have to key on everybody, the whole offense. Ii
makes us better."
Slaton finished with 137
rushing yards on 26 carries. His
three touchdowns gave him 41
for his career, one short of the
school record shared by Ira
Errett Rodgers and Avon
Cobourne.
Devine. meanwhile, kiddingly claimed that his diminutive
stature enables him to sneak in
and around all those husky linemen on the opposite end of the
line.
—Ilvey sec my size. I'm so
short they may not he able to see
me as easily." Devine said "I
thank the linemen. I ran through
MNTle big boles"
In the fourth quarter. Devine
ran for 1 S yards to place West

Virginia (3-0) in position for a
field goal.
Keon Lattimore ran for 80
yards and a touchdown for
Maryland (2-1). The Terrapins
yielded a total of 350 yards in
their first two games; the
Mountaineers finished with 448.
"They have good team and it
caught our defense a couple
times," Terps linebacker Mouse
Fokou said.
"Obviously I'm disappointed
with the loss, but West Virginia
is a good football team,"
Maryland coach Ralph Friedgcn
said. "We kind of got worn
down."
West Virginia took the second-half kickoff and moved 63
yards in nine plays logo up 217. Three punts later, Devine's
76-yard run — tied for the
longest non-scoring carry in
WVU history — helped put the
Mountaineers up by 21.
before
was
31-7
It
Maryland's Jordan Steffy threw
his first career touchdown pass.
a 22-yarder to Danny Oquendo
with 5:50 left.
A year ago. Maryland fell
behind West Virginia 28-0 in the
first quarter en route to a 45-27
loss. The Terrapins were determined to get off to a better start
this time, but instead were thrust
into an immediate flashback of
last season's disaster.
On the first play from scrimmage, Steffy mishandled the
snap and the Mountaineers'
Johnny Dingle recovered. Two
plays later. West Virginia quarterback Pat White ran 20 yards
for a touchdown with 45 sec
onds elapsed.

NISLI
vs.
Lambuth
September
15th
6:00 p.m.
Tickets:
809-4895
or
ticketmaster.com
GoRacers.com
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Enroll your child now!

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Inning Child Coro

Apartments

available for

ages 2- 10 years

Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.

Murphy USA is currently seeking
a Manager in the Murray area.
Our gas station is located on the parking lot
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Excellent starling salary
(S30.000.tei35,000NR)

package including Health Benefits and Profit
Sharing program. Applicants should possess
strong leadership skills, solid basic retail math
skills and outstanding people skills. Prior retail
management experience not required,
but desired.

Call Murphy Oil USA, Inc.
Toll Free at
1-800-843-4298
rEi)
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BRITTHAVEN of
_
Benton IS currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an (brio
lent benefit package
Must be licensed lb the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Botthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

FT Sales Rep. Comm
sales quakhed leads
Segal resume to Rico
Products. LLC. PO
Box 383. Murray KY
42071
or
email
into Opecoproducts.co
FULL-TIME position
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant reel clinical
eepenence in a busy
ferny precool setting
Monday Thursday
Benefits
package
Appry by resume only
with references to
Pilchard H Crouch,
MD
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray KY 42072
CaliOUN DS Sc F E PE R
at Murray .tate
University. Full-time
benefits High schoor
graduate one year
e xpenence wending
tractors. construction
equipment trucks
Valid driver s Wens*
(must °Man COL,
Class B) Pre-ernpioymorn drug screening.
Salary $7 52 hourty
kOPIY at Murray
Career Center
(Department of
Employment Services).
206 Sou. 5M Streit
Murray KY 42071
Wornionmenonbes
encouraged to apply
EEO. MCC.AA
MATTh7rulot, HS math,
14-Th 3)3-500 it my
home $7te 492-8399
NEEDING
hair
Special
dressers
Effects, Benton KY
Pea erne or full 7030842. 437-4755
ninng tiflys
night audilloreront leak
(deys) APOIY so person
only 517 S 121h St..
'Array
TM( Technician needed AOPh 01 Person.
Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment 1305 N
t2th St

40,

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Alf
Accepting Applications

809-3899

6er

Or E-mail
flnse ,,,,utvw,,ugh(iihnurro state ctiu

1111.1' ‘N \

-t

KY 42071Z1
1505 Diuguisi Drive•Murray.
_
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NOW taking applicatons 104 all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Dammam, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant
Part-time,
2-3
daysiweek P0 Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071. .
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
Professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience Position includes
benefit plan including
Health. Retirement &
paid vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This comps
rig an 131144134430114.
nity employer
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
returns
Seasonal
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 or 4374531.
SANITATION TRUCK
Full-time
DRIVER
benefits High school
graduate one year
driving trucks and
equipment required
Valid driver s license
(required to obtain
Pre-employCOL)
mint drug screening
Salary $7 52 hourly
Hurnar
Apply at
Resources
Murray
State University 404
Sparks Hall Murray,
KY
42071-3312
Womeniminoriti•s
encouraged to apply
EEC MIF/D AA

Software
Developer
semm
rotes a 'ahead
*0•
weini Sr.... Arveloprr
Norm. 111 offs.2
-mews piner mei inn
"rr %err At,

DEV
TRUCK Dtivsrs
ne•ded with Class A
COI s Plesponeibeasise
win include hauling
asphalt & other construction materials in
made dump trucks it
meet
you
these
requirements
send
your resume Of apply in
prior at 7025 Old
Cairo Road
West
Paducah hcv 420e6
No phone cells
EOE
WANTED Tax professionals for local Moe.
You provide the attitude we provide education training, and
career development
Pewee cal 816-77113296

WILL clean houses
Flexible hours 314348-2738

Computitr
Connection
403 SyCessNe 7524438
cower SibutSem:*
1119100101 Unica
& Lipka Rip*
Lassi
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service repairs
759.3556
112
Now le Bey
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753_1s3.3
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U S coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.
0000 used refrigerators electric ranges
gas heaters air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
N.N, 1
RI 1
it 5
. t SACS
,,,Preinapt pick-up
as aibehk.
*Hirst priers

Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

[EIL-d

SEASONED oak fire
NEW pool table neve wood. $30 a rick, $50
used. 1 --slate. solid delivered.
270-222wood, carved legs. felt. E3302
acc package, retails
$4,500. selling tor
Musical
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
TROMBONE, Yamaha
SATELLITE System YSL354
Beginner
FREE
model, very good conGet a 4-room FREE dition, $400.
FREE DVR or HD Two
pogo
sticks,
FREE 6 (Airgo- razor brand),
upgrade
months of HO program- excellent
condition,
ming w,HD upgrade $15 each.
3
FREE
of
months
Get
Argus slide trays (for
Cinemax Argus projector) set of
HBO
&
Programming starts at 6. $5.
$2999 per mo • $5.00 753-7905
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll tree
OWNER
877-455-0901
FINANCE
TIMESHARE for sale, '98 38R 28A $5,000
lockout down $645 month. 1
2-bedroom
apartment in Orlando. acre. 72 Sundance
close to Disney World. 753-1011
Available
every 2
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
years. week 51 Use
3EI11 2BA, extra nice
only one bedroom and
270-489-2525
you can get an additional week Call 809- GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available tor
2760
first time home buyers.
TODDLER Firetruck
Zero down, your land
bed. like new $7500
or family land. Ends
Bed with mattress
10/15/2007 731-58459500. 978-2504
9109
UTILITY trailer, $275
NEW 3811 singlewide
Playground set. $75
on 1 acre lot. move-in
492-6337
ready, no
rentals
551.500
(270)9780921

REFRIGERATORS for
Kamm For Not
sale black Frigidaire
white
side-by-side
NICE 2BR trailer No
Whirlpool $250 each
pets 753-9866
‘11 10 MAKI, 293-7450
753-5430
LARGE
hterits Fat Rea
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
1 OR 2br apts °ea
For Sale
WARD-ELIONS
downtown
Murray
On the Square Murray starting at
07 Hot tub, brand new
$200mo
ir package. 6-7 person,
(270) 751.1713
753-4109
lots of jets digital,
1-BR Small krtchozoneator, water fall.
enette, all utieties furcover, retail 57 300,
Furnishes,
nished, no pets
must sail 53.600.
Aurora KY Cali 474(573)300-1031
,
ANTIOuE table g se
2202
12)(24 storage building or desk (2) 50 gallon
1BR, alt appliances furw/front porch New
hsh tanks vetti stands
nished,
University
$3.900 fion 492-8222
227-1347
Heights Subdivision
Ut
---H Trumpet. $150
Deposit.
KITCHEN table with No pets
Trombone $50. and
Trampoline $50 293- leaf and 6 chairs. com- $325/month 753-4937
puter table with shell, Or 753-1951
0447
doll cabinet queen bed 1BR, various rocations
prom
CINDERELLA
frame with head and 5200-5300 Coleman
dresses. 1 4124 4 yelfootboard
Kenmore RE 753-91398
low. 1 sin 8 blue $150
18' portable dishwasheach 270-A92-861 1
er 1 year old 767- 28R 1 belh duplex or
Quiet street, washer
1878
Murray Memorial
Gardens
LIKE new crlb. dram- dryer furnished totally
remodeled, no pets
sr/changer with hutch
2 Crypts
$600anonth (270)293pad
S750
&
changing
inside chapel
6430
436-8202
$8.500
2EIFI brick, wild hookup.
(270)247-0335
carport. patio No pets
liC
ittEM1111.11
5355 a month 753HO Arlairlakwis
6931 or 293-6070
Come by Otyrriplc FEATHERLITE
alu
Plaza to see our eel.
, rvenum eat bed fora 1 2130 Duplex 1302
lion of HO lelevistions
ton truck $1.000
Vallaywood $425/mo.
Flat saw Rama & 20 gooseneck wart 293-7739293.1446
LCOs. Rear Propcbon
ramps. 52.000 20'
29R duplex, mos,
LG
Toshiba
also
bumper pull trailer with
!Nacho & Sony We dove tail. 51.250 18' CAVA appliances fur,
noshed. Various locahave a large selection
bumper pull flat bed
of entertainment cen- trailer. 1050 437-4295. tions. Colartmn RE
7S3-90911
ters 8 TV carts
227-W/1
Bushy Antenna 8
Sesellte. 7541-0901

ilig

Ca'

WWW.ISAGENIX.00
For more inforrnasort.
call Brad 7534601

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
29 years intparishca
270- 759-9553

Office
Cr

PRIME LOCATION' 2
at
crypts
lAamonel
sida-try-srds
inside
Chap,'
level
2
(479)rso-4811

r NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
+low Have
Climate Control

753-3853

2:
'di
ri
74:

2

a
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Murray Ledger & limes

LAND AUCTION
Saturday, Ocitobor 6th 2007
2:00 PM
Location Mfghthavirk Or Racoon Or & Meadowlark DI Murr& KV ifilotterlown
Community

OPEN HOUSE
Sat, Sept.

in Tracts & Combinations

REAL ESTATE TRACT ACREAGE, TRACTS OF 12 ACRES - 15 ACRES 20 ACRES AND 22 ACRES BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE
PROPERTY! Immediate Hunting Privileges!!!,!
Excellent Interior Roads With Gravel Throughout Farm!
Great Opportunity To Purchase Prime Hunr,
)o t dni:1 A Wile A Vti,sti

AUCTION HELD AT CALLOWAY CO. FIRE DEPT. #
ON HWY. 280 IN POTTERTOWN!
Call For Detailed Brochure or Viso wyortherikauctioeccom
REAL ESTATE TERMS 15, Doan Day Of Sae Balance in 31j Ceys A lc-. &we(
Pierre." We Be dtatind TO t- ire MS And Included In Contract Sale Price
•'maw Reserved Fran Auctron

11411

I.fil
l
EINITI1TE
17-71 a; 4114111101

t
,
I 1,1 ..Tro
Your Pr c,ding,mmengi Aggest-n
3ittiti St RI 15 Nitrite - maytiold,1194111111110

i?/01 ?41 3153 • 800 28042118
Visit low vvubusta: www.harrtaasedikwas.com
320
Apartments For Rent

ANNOUNCEMENTS

18 Knightsway Dr.
35R 2BA brick home
2,000 sq.ft., large utility
mom, fireplace w/ insert.
Freshly painted & updates.
Large deck, Chl/A w/ gas

2BR,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets
$475/month + deposit
753-0919
4BR 28A. all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

SOUTHWOOD

condominiums All appliances included. 7679948:

FEMALE college students need roommate
in
Murray
Place.
Everything included.
Contact Gwen 270826-0685, 270-454-0585 or Murray Place
LARGE
smoke-free
2BR 1BA. All new cabinets and appliances.
W.D./D.W. Very clean
and stylish. $450. 416
N. 8th. No pets. 4892741
LARGE
townhouse
style apartment. 1 large
bedroom with 1 bathroom in the Kirksey
area Beautifully decowasher/dryer
rated.
connections and large
country porch. No pets.
Ideal for single or
young couple. $350 per
month
with
$350
deposit. For more info.
call 293-7019
UVE Oak Apts,
Newty Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $340.00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 227,
3054 or 753-7457
NICE clean 2BR apart,
merit 1413 Hillwood.
Lease, deposit. No
pets. $400 month. 7670884, 226-9566
'
0.

rtty
.n
It37

an

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD F1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
5—
S100 Deposit
IBA $325
2BR $375
CaN Today!
753-8868.

I BR in county Lease 8
dePottet No pets 7530728. 994-3308
•3-

2 bedroom, iv/d, wood
and Me floors, central
heaVair. smoke & pet
tree, very nice $575
month Must see! 2268006
2, 3 & 443R houses
deposit
Lease
&
required. 753-4109

213F1

newly
IBA.
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th 5425
month 270-293-4802
*pr 270-435-4602
10I5 1.5EtA. artmacu:kip conon. exlenddd Wee reared. no
pdta. References and
deposit required 1116
fantail* Dr 1850 per

month 270-293-4602
:or 270-435-4002
3 miles
313R 28A
of
Murray
:Sokiin
1675ftno references
AvalleNe October I rst
753-1221 after K, 00
978451,51

38R WA home in the
Kirksey
community,
includes washer dryer
hookups, dishwasher,
gas range and refrigerator with beautiful farm
setting. No pets $550
per month with $500
deposit required. For
more info, call 2937019.
38R foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,990. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
38R only $262 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
3BR, 1-1/2BA, S.W of
town, large yard,
garage door opener,
appliances, $750/mo.
+ deposit, references,
NO PETS. 753-7920
654 Utterback Rd. 48R
2BA 2 car garage
large rooms No pets
759-1436
COUNTRY
cottage
furnished, 38IR 2BA 2
acres, 2 mites from
town, 2 story. $800
226-8085.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

2 miniature horses for
sale Can be seen
The Red Barn $600 for
pair. 293-4304
AKG- Registered Lab
puppies. 2 chocolate, 1
yellow. 437-4327
AKC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies,
Jack Russell Terriers
small, & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised. wormed &
shots Judy Turner
(618)499-1282
(618)672-4778
ANGELFISH, $3 each
270-227-9639
CKC purebred Boston
Terrier puppies $350
436-5569
BOARDING,
DOG
489-2741.
DOG Obedience,
436-2858.
PITBULL 'puppies for
sale $50 males, $75
females Call 227-5636

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BOAT STOR kGE
AVAILABLI.,
WarchienwT!.
campers. na Cif
tilt.'.. Nettldes, 1.1c.

270-759-4874
OGGES
SELF-STORAGE
betler Plat, 1,, Stun
Hwy 121N. across from
National Guard Armory

WHEAT straw $3 pe
bale
270-841-1806
mobile number
400
Yard Sale

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1009 KAYS RD.
Just off of Van
Cleave Rd.

Fri 8 Sat
7:00-3:00
Collectibles home

G8C
STORAGE and

'urrishings movies

PROPANE

& misc

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p.m. M-F

AIL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
li.x.ited at 7211 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 753
2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security aiarmpt
*Safe A clear
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U Hauis
753-9600

YARD/
MOVING
SALE
1414 Vine St.
Saturday
8AM-7
Rain or Shine
antiques clothing
household Chiistriias
collectibles and more

GARAGE SALE
SATURDAY
SEPT. 15th
1505 TABARD DR.
(In Canterbury)
7:00/461 TO 2:00PM
Women and men's
clothes household
terns holiday items

STARTING your own
business/ Use your
imagination Business
property suitable for
Pet store, pet motel
day care. sewing fatal
ty. craft business pot
tery makir
been cat tii!
and rotted shop 3,4
acre lot leaves room for
expansion Good park
ing. good location High
traffic business area
Price
reduced
to
579.900 for qua( sate
Cat Earieene Woods
0 Grey s Properties
Cell 270-752-0077

pad.$145,000

270-753-5384 OR 270-759-1078

NEW HOME NEARING
COMPLETION
North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, vaulted
ceilings, dining room w/wood floors,
dishwasher & range included, deck,
concrete drive.
Well built by a very
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

& much more

400
Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE

OUTDOORSMAN'S
SPECIAL

1705 Johnson Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.)

2111 Country Rd.
(Southwest Villa)
Fri.•4PM-7PM
Sat.•7AM-12PM
No Early Sales!

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-11'
:30AM
DVD player, HP
PhotoSmart printer.
guitar, exercycle,
household items.
men's & women's
clothes, books.
games. puzzles

ivality guns. ammo,
fishing, camping. tools. 1997
ilercury Mountaineer.
lots of other
%loot/outdoor items

ESTATE
YARD SALE
1707 ST RT 121
3rd house past
national guard
Saturday only
7:00A1A-?

YARD SALE
3176 BRINN ROAD
2nd house past
North Elementary
Saturday 7:00AM-?

Couth, chair, console T v
bedroom furniture, dining
room furniture. clothes
smatwcmens)Iolsol
s
odds & it

center, tall prom
dresses, household
items, clothes
miscellaneous

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
202 Riviera Cts.
Fri., 9/14 &
Sat., 9/15
7AM-?
14ft boat, lawn vac.
Coke collectibles,
entertainment center,
baby items & much
more
mlimmm•L

Black entertainment

LAKE HOUSE
MOVING
SALE
490 Lakeshore Dr.,
New Concord/
Hamlin
Sat., Sept. 15
7AM-3PM
furniture, cookware,
dishes, life jackets, Jon
boat, boat motor, fishing poles, outside wood
chairs Cash only.

YARD SALE
604 LEE ST.
FRI 9/14
9:30AM-1PM
SAT 9/15
7AM-11AM

BIG SALE
Behind
Hardee's/Arby's
Sat., 9/15 ONLY
7AM-?
household items,
clothes, baby stuff,
craft items, many
misc. items

MULTI
PARTY
YARD SALE
Breaktime
Billards, east of
Murray on Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat.

8APA-?
CARPORT SALE
4140 RADIO RD.
Fri & Sat
8AM-5PM
5 party yard sae
Rain or shine

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

YARD SALE
Corner of Charley Miller
Rd. & Hwy. 641- Almo, KY
Saturday 7:00-?
Baby clothes to 5T, men &
women clothes to 4x, youth bed.
RV satellite dish, wood craft
items, art books, jewelry, fabric,
glassware, etc.

HUGE YARD SALE
121N 7 ml L. on Coopertown

Rd., Go 1.5 mi L on
Adams Dr., Go 1/2 mile on L.
Sat., Sept. 15• 7AM-4PM
fishing, furniture, books, toys. washer
& dryer. shoes, Chnstmas yard decor
video games, electronics, movies.
clothes, twin stroller, kitchenware, freebies, telescope. 435-4390

*Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
BUILDINGS

$136,900.00

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121
Cormarical Prop ror Rent

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

15• 11AM-4PM & Sun., Sept. 16•2PM-5PM

.g 1
Signs Pooled'
11111110661) ON 2 5ILIES BY TVA LAND! MST MINUTES FROM not wawa
LSE $11101111 MIR ANA)9 MILES FROM MURRAY. Al 4.5111111 MNI
1110116161 OOLF COURSE GREAT RECREATIONAL PROPESIV1

BUILDING SITES, MINI-FARM
TRACTS. GREAT DEER. TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
GENTLE ROLLING CROP LAND,
BOOSTING OF FINE STANDING
TIMBER PINE OAKS -CHERRY,
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT OF
LAND IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.

Friday, September 14, 2007 • 511

Something for

everyone.

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
Next to
Pizza Hut
Saturday
6AM-1PM
Something for
everyone

.20th
Anniversary
Sale!! No seconds or
overstocks. Just great
prices on high quaety,
all steel buildings.
Sentinel
Building
Systems,
800-3270790,
ext.
26.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
BUSINESS
SERVICES
-Attention Homeowners
Wanted
Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths
Guaranteed
financing! No payments
until January 2008
Starting at $99 month
Call 1-800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2990. Convert your
LOGS to VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
own Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log skidders also available.
www.norwoodindustries.com,- FREE information:
1-800-5781363 ext. 500-A
HELP WANTED
•Part-time,
homebased Internet business.
Earn
$500$1000; month or more.
Flexible hours_ Training
provided. No investment required. FREE
details, vinovw.K348.com
-POLICE OFFICERS:
Earn up to a$20,000
bonus. Train to protect
your fellow Soldiers be
a leader in the Army
National Guard 1 -800GUARD corn/police
University
-Sullivan
(Lexington) seeks an
Employment Specialist
in
their
Graduate
Employment Services
office to perform a wide
range of duties related
to placing graduates
into successful careers.
Requires
Bachelors
Degree in related field
and 1-3 years of related
experience. Starting
$25-32,000.
pay
Submit resume and
to
cover
letter
cdmoore sullivan.edu
EOE
INSTRUCTIONAL

[
11311
Rme Edna

Murray ledger Is Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real maate advertised herein
o sutler/ to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, whnit makes ii
nlegal to advertise ant prefer,
i'rice. Imitation or docnmina
con(ACC, Cl110f, reb.4.14 n, sex. !laminar, familial sta•
ra, or national ongmn. or inter
trim to make an, such preferemes limitations or dist nmina
!ion
orate Law, forbid discrimination
tr the sale rental or adtertrang
4 real estate based ix, factors in
.iddition to those protected
Iruler federal Id.
At' will knovongl, aircepf ant
vilvertrang for real estate which
o rug in violator! of the law All
persons ant herehv informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportu. basis
rut,
For further assistance with Fair
fiousing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Cenennel
Rene P %lam 1703}64a111111

I have a client interested in purchasing a farm
on east side of county
Minimum of 100 acres
with house and outbuildings. Call David H
Miller Realty: 753-4573

t. Bt hoist'
ny Location.
‘113 Condition
w.erealit citriclen ys.,li emu'ins

•Attend College Online
from home. Medical,
business, paralegal,
criminal
computers,
justice. Job placement
assistance. Financial
aid and computer provided if qualified. Call
866 - 8 58 - 2 1 2 1 .

WNW.OntineTidewaterT
ech.com
*Can You Dig It? Heavy
Equipment School 3
wk training program.
Backhoes, Bulldozers,
Trackhoes. Local lob
placement asst Start
digging dirt now. 866362-6497 or 888-7076886

[Oake Property
END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1+ AC- 534.900
(was $49,900)
w/ FREE Boat Slips!
SAVE $15,000! Great
end-of-season deal on
nicely wooded lake
access acreage in premier development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake' Paved rd, u/g
utils Other parcels
avail at similar savings Call now 1-800,
(/4 1154, x.1506

270-761-1BI .1.
3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1609 LOCUST
OFF 16TH
SATURDAY
8:00
rm, muCt of everything'
r'ictures decor ciothes
MW glassware
tools 8more
All rind skill
runk

MOVING SALE
4088 Northwood Dr.
Behind Cairn jeep
Thurs & Fri 7AM-5PM
Sat 7-1
60 nen TV computer with printer A desk. stereo

Need

to soli
your housof

Call us wo
will bet glad
to help.

5 acre cleared land 1/2
mile from
Murray
MLS* 40015 Call Mark
Fredrick RE/Max 9781880

DVD & VCR players. 100 of movies cedar bedroom

set. armoire, coucn, recliners dinette set pato table.

Murray Leidisr

small lather appliances. dots. tent tools. fishing

& Times

equip 215 speed new Schwan bikes gur cabinet.

Coma wake onar

270-753-1910

—*OWNER
FINANCING***
405 S 5th St 3BR
IBA. $2.000 down,
$395 month 753-2222

*Training.
Enjoy
Playing in the Din? 1-4
Week
Heavy
Equipment training programs. Statewide Job
Placement 45 Operator
Trainees needed immediately!
American
Heavy
Equipment
Training
1-866-2805836 www.amhet.com

-Driver: Are you tued of
your Job? Train for your
Class-A or B CDL 75
Driver Trainees needed
Truck
immediately'
America Training 18 6 6 - 2 4 4 - 36 4 4
www.taicdl.com

-Driver: Don't Just Start
Your Career, Start it
right!
Company
MEDICAL
Sponsored CDL training
in 3 weeks. Must be 21.
-Absolutely no cost to have CDL? Tuition
you!' All brand new Reimbursement! CAST.
power
wheelchairs. 866-917-2778.
hospital
beds and
scooters
Immediate •Driver
Owner
delivery. Call toll free 1- Operators
ONLY
888-998-4111 to qualify Regional freight from
Louisville,
$1.22pm
PET/PET SUPPLIES average! Home often $
-Control Hook, Round & weekends. Plates availTapeworms in dogs able, NOT forced disRotate Happy Jack (R) patch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082.
Liqui-Vict(R) (2x) and

tapeworm tablets. At
-Driver: Sign-On Bonus!
Farm & Feed Stores Guaranteed Hometime,
(www haPPY(ackinc co company or Lease purm)
chase
available.
BC/BS. CDL-A and 6
REAL ESTATE
months
Experience
•LAND SALE! Saturday, required. 800-441-4271
September 15th. 20 ext. KY-100
acres only $29,900.
-Drivers Act Now' Sign.
SAVE $10,000. Plus
on Bonus 36-45cpm/
NO
closing
costs.
$1,000+ weekly. $0
Subdivision potential!
leaseo $1.20pm. CDL-A
Big ridgetop acreage,
+3 mos OTR 800-635spectacular views. 1
8669
mile
to
Nicklaus
designed golf course. -Drivers Class-A CDL
Near Tennessee River Drivers Needed with
&
recreation
lake. hazmat
for
local
Excellent financing. Call Positions & OR (2 yr
1-866-999-2290 x1497 recent exp required)
-Mini Farm: 7 acres,
Ranch. BrICk, 3 Bed, 2
Bath, Large Kitchen,
dining room with appliances. Scenic sunrise/
sunsets, several out
buildings, including 2
horse stalls and pond.
Priced
to
sell:
5160,000.
Located
Woodlawn
Area,
Bardstown
502-3486891, 502-460-0017.

50 2 - 4 5 2 - 1 098
www.abdrivers.com
*Drivers- Company Up
to .42c mile, 1 year -UT
experience & good
MVR required. Owner
Operators .90c mile alt
miles +FSC. Home
weekends! 1-800-9527
3
4
5
epestransport.com

*Drivers- Up to 440 mile
includes 30 bonus. Paid
SPORTING/SPORT- orientation.
BCBS
ING GOODS
insurance, low premiums. Class-A COL
Gun Show!! Walton.
required 866-804-2065
KY- Sept. 15th, 16th
www.transportamenNational Guard Armory
ca.corn
183 Beaver Road, Sat.
9-5, Sun. 9-3. For infor- Regional
Flatbed
mation call 765-914- Drivers: NOW PAYING
0051 Buy! Sell! Trade!
mile!!!
Earn
$.40/
TRAVEL
•Destin. Fort Walton
Beach, South Walton &
Port St. Joe, Florida.
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
condos. Visit website.
Reserve
on-line!
www.SouthernResorts.
corn 800-737-2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
o41
Truck
Driving
School. Training for
Swift, Werner & Others.
Dedicated/ Regional/
Local. Approx. $50,000$70,000 yearly. Home
weekly!
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a
week.

Knight
•A-CDLTransportation- Want
paid tonight? Go with
Knight? Daily Pay:
weekly home time; 3
raises
1st
year;
Medical, Vision, Dental:
401Ki Stock Options.
Call Indianapolis, 888for
346-4639. Ask
Rafael or Joyce. 4
months OTR experience required Owner
800-437-5907.
ops:
WWW.k nighttrans.com

460
Homes For Sale

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 Kirkwood
Excellent location
remodeled with
elegant updates
well maintained
For details.

270453-8029
1609 Catalina. 48R
29A, large kitchen, 2+
car garage. Appliances
included. MLSO 41000
Call Mark Fredrick
RE/Max 978-1880

$50,000 PLUS 8%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!, Great benefits including 401K1
6mo. tit & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation,
Inc.
8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
WWIN.wvtonline.com
•We have drivers owlected to earn 583.000
this year! How much will
YOU earn? Excellent
Hometime! We simply
offer a whole lot morel
Heartland Express 1800 - 4 I 1 - 4 95 3
www.heartlandexpress.com

3BR 1.5BA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition. $119,900.
1116 Fairlane. 270293-4602 or 270-4354602
3BR 2BA, large lot,
24x24
workshop.
Marshall Co., MLS#
Mark
40600
Call
Fredrick RE/Max 9781880
4 bedroom brick, 2bath, C/1-1/A. on 2 lots
$165.000. Other listings at
allthelistings.com.
(270)753-4109
FORECLOSURE! 31301
only $19.990. For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020
NEW
construction.
116
FSBO,
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 4BR
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile. carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3966. 293-9747,
752-0624.

227 Jones St., Puryear,
TN. 38R 1.58A 1,400
sq.fl., recently completely
remodeled
931-627-0761. 931627-1026

REDUCED
price!!
2003 Victory Cruiser.
1,507 cc's/92 cubic
inches. 9,000 miles,
new tires Lots of
extras. $7.800. Call
705-7692

38R 1 bath house in
Hazel. remodeled
started but needs to
be finished Finish this
house and have a total
cost of under 50k Cali
for details (270)2936430

250 Yamaha Virago.
Excellent
condition.
270-227-6606.
The Place to Star,
Murray Ledger 8 TM

(270)753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
Harvest Moon Celebration
to be held at Lake Barkley

• Friday. September 14, 2007

Calhoun Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
(Mire: 270-761-6790

JOE'S JOBS

(A•11: 270-978-1007

1111.11/ 11,43,104

& yard Wail
Sensor Irtenills

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions decks
Hauling clean up junk

USED TIRES

Garage yards
buildings

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

2002 Pontiac Grand
Am GT Black, grey
imelbsi interior. moonroof 2 door. 87.000
mien, $5 400 270752.1 I 78

Owner Greg litaimileid

293-8726 OR

%LT
\BOOB Bros.

NEED HELP?

Pasin. seakriatine
K Hauling
'ION lilt VS IS

270-753-2279

4605 270-293-5979
1992 Dodge Spirit
105 000 miles. runs
'sod $900 437-4499

a
13AC.
TRUCKING
ROY KILL

436 2113
Dozer work I Track

41 000 miles. hens

host
BEE
BUSY
Flousecleaners
El
appointment
Toes
Openings
Frldays
Wed, I
Contact 484 1525 Of
itygorl1290hotmail

WV) 411

power brakes

All papers from new
3752

in
CATHY 5

Wallpapering Painting

UZI

DAVID S

envril A Inuit cd
St11.111
pitis
big

*Lain

Cleaning
Alt *Runnel

Vinyl fences
etc (270)527-7176
OW HANDYMAN
We do ail the odd lobs
you dont have erne

101
Painting Wong roots
deals
.935438

parrattras
.ir
Pr,-..we %ohms A
Sealing Ilie• Ss
fire I stittsale‘

this

activities

cleaning

753150

using

utable The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of es employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor thee

waterways
f9 yrs •irppronce
One Flentroe
'M2914371'

Simms

I

Readers

COT0* 11111111011114
r,
Ls...it
leering fence rows
.ndertirueing winos

24 Neu* senesce

plc in general very surpnsing It

.oforroarion do so at
their own nsl. Alfhoton
persons and compa
noes mentioned hereon
are believed to be rep-

Horne Improvements
(270)8711-2111
ir farksysrt It-Aural

Hill Electric

&

Tomes considers its
Ii
Ics r
inaccuracies 00 occur

_
THE Murray Lid0olf

Construction

Fobd Mot
Consultants
•Deer and Turkey
Custom planting

*Soil testing
•Linting and Fertilizing
•SOrwrini)
•Bedrang ano• Osman
and Construction
ANNAN Trees wad
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-9950revenangs

436..1867 Lamb'',
Prolessional Tree

FEIST Timer mu tree
to good home Very
Money Cal 131-53504119

Stews Complete eve
removal. etc Insured
436.5141 A-AFFORD-

ABLE Hauting Clean
dtit garages gutters
akr* 11 Ireei *sok

A I .100-• Moms(
Weir peck up. delaytry 436.2967

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removel
stump grinding fire-

wood

insured

489.-

TRENCHiNG
731-792.3951
731-336-5288

• sM4

FREE puppies to good
home 2 males, t
tennis Shepherd rnix
293-3531 or 418-2238
home
to. gicid
—
Friendly 1-1/2 yew old
Chocolate Lab4Niege
nut Call 752-0299

2839

A- IAlump Removal
Fully insured. 437

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Ws that time Of year, and
snot ybody wants to got
Out of elss house But
bolo.* you go. lust make

When

you come

bock,

catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters

to

the editor, the

simple abort* coil and
oil For 'Vacation Poi'"
Thor way you won:1

obituaries and editorials

miss o single *We.

when you return

We II deliver your

"Vocation Pok"

Coll,2/0 753 191
Corculciticm Depot frtio - rit
tifid risk f()r

"Vacation Pak.

,I1

KR 11

T

co

EDGERIN

Biggar

If SPI'l
III R1 111)A1
for
Saturday. Sept. IS, 2007:
You blaze a new trail this year.
other, get that you are determined and know what you want.

270-5194570

•rioonng •Oecks
•Viriyi siding *AM

YOUR AD
COULD RI
HITRIT FOR
ONLY 67S.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1016

Horoscope

WI TS NM Al 1 s

NADEAU S

753-11116 2270611

followed by a free picnic on the
lawn. "Ilse musical program is
quite diverse; we will have
something for everybody to
enjoy," added John Fannin.
director of the Racer Marching
Band.
Admission price for the concert is $5. Proceeds from the
concert benefit the Department
of Music Scholarship Fund. -We
look forward to raising scholarship funds while showcasing the
very talented musicians that we
have in the MSU music department." says Baker.
For more information about
the Collage Concert, call the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts Line at 809-ARTS (2787).
Patrons are encouraged to check
the Arts Line for department of
music events and concert information.

SIMMONS'S

WORK

INIES

1001 Wlsorsoll As-., Murray. KY

Parker Fo
LincolnMenus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Sept. 17-21.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY

Juice and milk available daily: Monday egg and bacon pizza; Tuesday - sausage
biscuit, Wednesday - wattle sticks: Thursday - breakfast bagel:
Friday - blueberry muffin Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables,
canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday
sweet n' sour chicken, Chuckwagon on bun; Tuesday hamburger on bun, grilled cheese sandwich. Wednesday steak fingers, chef salad w/crackers and dressing, Thursday
ravioli w/com muffin. BBC) nbette, Friday - French bread
pizza. Sloppy Joe sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - toaster strudel. Tuesday - sausage and biscuit, Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick, Thursday,
biscuit and gravy, Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (cooked
and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk
available daily) Monday - mini corn dogs, cheeseburger bites;
Tuesday - BBO nbette on bun, chicken salad plate, Wednesday - Sloppy Joe on bun, chicken falita, Thursday - Salisbury steak, fish and cheese sandwich; Friday - spicy chicken on bun, turkey wrap
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
waffle sticks, Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
daily) Monday
Wednesday - sausage biscuit, Thursday - breakfast pizza;
Friday - breakfast bagel Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger,
pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit
and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - steak nuggets w/dip,
submarine, sandwich. Tuesday - shnmp and chicken basket,
cole slaw, French fries, Wednesday - ham and macaroni
casserole, chef salad w/crackers and dressing; Thursday
grilled chicken sandwich, BBO ribette sandwich; Friday - fish'.
nuggets wtartar sauce chicken salad plate
Elementary

Breakfast (toast, cereal,

-

The Murray State University
Department of Music will host
Free estimate.
its first -Fall Fanfare" Collage
(731)247-3001
Concert on Sept. 29 at noon.
(731)363-3511
Planned as j future annual
event, the concert will feature
SEMI-RETIRED car
the MSU performing ensembles,
painter Start immediincluding the Concert Choir,
ately 753-9440 R L
University Orchestra. Wind
Ensemble.
Racer
Band,
Singers.
Jan
('hamber
Percussion
Ensemble
I.
Ensemble and several +other
chamber ensembles.
-This will be a nice opportunity for the MSU and Murray
Lhe AVM; CA"
elCie & ROW nib
communities to come and enjoy
,,er/C/dihng
PkeTting
an excitang concert before the
game
r)aiVtd GO/110M Oferver
. football
ON
Family
Weekend." says Dr. Sonya
inswance Work
Baker. associate professor of
smesel
music.
The concert will take place in
Lovett auditorium and will
include light entertaining music.

Cleaning 270- 227
6606 731-498-8904

Mowing, Mann unng
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'Fall Fanfare' Collage
Concert scheduled Sept. 29
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Pennington Band. Hot dogs,
drinks, and more will be available from J local food vendor.

All.remodeluig
No rib too small

TRAVIS
ASPHAll'

buick. 87.000
1
owner
270-227
S11.000

.,291 co 2939528

MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood bock. sodtrig, concrete. decks &
more
..'70 227 6160

Limit its monthly Full Moon
Boat Tour with a cruise boarding
at 6 p.m. from Barkley Lodge.
Advanced
registration
is
required for the $25 per person
cruise.
More details on the Full
Moon Boat Tour, Harvest
Celebration, or any of Lake
Barkley's events are available
1-800-325- I 708.
by calling
Lake Barkley has a lodge, cottages. the Windows on the Water
Restaurant, a campground. 18hole golf course, fitness center
with indoor pool, marina, fishing, tennis courts, hiking trails.
gift shop and recreational and
nature programming.
For more information, visit
www.parks.ky.gov.
Lake
Barkley State Resort Park is 29
miles west of Hopkinsville. Take
U.S.68W to KY 1489.

Handyman Sen. ices.

759-11501
753-1537
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Garage Door Service
Raper

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Ford
Mustang. 42.000 miles
(-M112701559-5272
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r Continuous Gutters.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
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MITA& OP
MURRAY

Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs exgmnence
Anytime 753-9210

(2701

OW Cars

2001

'53-4344•

L'ADIZ. Ky. — The Harvest
Moon is upon us, signaling the
end of another summer and a
return to the crisp, colorful days
of autumn. Lake Barkley State
Resort Park will celebrate this
seasonal full moon at the
Harvest Moon Celebration on
Sept. 26.
At 5 p.m.. Barkley Beach will
open for the evening, allowing
visitors to enjoy tractor-run
hayrides, harvest crafts and
games for kids of all ages and
the beauty and late-season
swimming from our shoreline.
As the sun sets and the harvest moon nses, a bonfire will
he lit and the stage set for live
Alonzo
music
from
the

Murray Ledger & Times,
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Lind pets-

you that loves to go overboard or
have a wild time You could do
lust that, but you will pay the ultimate cost Though a devil-maycare attitude could be fun, the
damage might not be Tonight
Do your thing

you talk

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
* a***
Your
personality
comes out no matter what you

ki ill Will discoer that you envy
yourself lust walking out the
door Don't stay home and veg. f
you are single, you could meet

do Accept your role as leader of
the gang Listen to someone you
care about He or she might surprise you with his or her innovative thought or fun ideas Tonight
Your lob is to enioy yourself

and communicate, you
will learn to understand the peoplcin!.our immediate hie better.

someone

in

your

day-to-day

travels. This person could easily
knock your socks off If you are
attached, the interest you
express in your sweetie determine-, the happiness, SCORPIO
testy out ideas on .\,'On
The Stars Shun the kind of
Day You'll Hair: 5-Dynamic
4 Positive. 3 A%ciage. 2-So-so.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** A partner lets you know
Mat he or she is in charge (or
would like to bet Be smart and
go along with this person s
desires Through this action you
are letting others know how very
much you trust them Tonight Go
for a quiet evening for two

TAURUS(Aped 20-blay 20)
***** Clearly you are along

for the ride You are great at
relaxing and allowing someone
else to take the lead Entoy otters for what they offer even if it

is quite different from what you
are used to or not exactly what
you might want Tonight Sort
through invitations, then decide

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*•
Get into a hobby
Whether out playing a game of
softball Of getting into a protect
you seem to have a good time
invite someone who often is full
of surprises to Ken in Tonight
Do only what you want

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
e• a* Your creative and alluring ways have quite an impact

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You might want to shut

down though that might not be
the best idea If you lie back and
lust do what you want, you might
enloy yourself Think of taking
today just for yourself What
would you like to do? Tonight
Whatever makes you smile
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Knowing who you want
to be with could be primary in
making plans When you decide
you have had enough or get
bored, know that there are many
options Friends would love your
company Tonight Where your
friends are

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

might want to handle a situation differently Instead
of debating or talking about it, try
out the approach You could be
surprised by the results which
certainly will be a learning experience Tonight Don t think you
are going unnoticed

***** You

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

want to bathe in

while others

off on a day trip

Let's go back home
I lose a really good SlopJoe sandwich, not the Ku
in Key West

I grew

up eat-

ing

Mom's

homemade

or loved
Whoop it

Sloppy Joes

up'

on

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

bread

***

Morn would
brown hamburger. and
add onions.
peppers.
ketchup.
and brown

Hang

close to horne
socializing or doing
something else
Family and
Mends seek you out and certainty can come toward you
whether

Don/ hesitate to ask for more of
what
you need and want
Tonight Your horns is

your

cas-

t%

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•
•
•
•r Say what you Mink. but
aiso put in your feelings Leaving
one or the other out is not providing the whole picture Work on
better
yourself
expressing
Omen could be more responsive as a remit

Tonight

Hang

Out

UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
••• RP cit reluil with that side of

LEDGER&TIMES

music

it You discover

how important a child
one is to you Tonight

Preschool and
Tuesday - Teddy

Studies show that reading N
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

you feel like taking
or trying something very different do What is
stopping you/ Be willing to break
a pattern or do something very
differently Valli feel much more
free as a result
Tonight
Whatever you do be around
***** If

Some people might resent that

innate charisma

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Elementaries

- Monday grahams. fruit Juice. Wednesapple. crackers,
day - carrots widip. milk. Thursday - graham crackers, milk:
Friday - animal crackers, milk
Preschool - Breakfast (milk. toast, cereal and Juice available daily) Monday - cheese toast, baked apples: Tuesday graham crackers, peanut butter: Wednesday • muffin, cereal: k'
Thursday - biscuit wsausage gravy, Friday - yogurt, muffin
Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday - tuna salad sandwich.
tater tots. pears; Tuesday - ham and cheese sandwich, carrot sticks w/dip. apple; Wednesday - mint corn dogs, baked'
beans, potato wedges, Thursday - Chuckwagon sandwich, lettuce, pickle. tomato, French tries, Friday - turkey and cheese
sandwich, carrot sticks widip, apple wedges.
Elementarles - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt.
fruit Nice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - Sausage
biscuit. Tuesday - muffin. Wednesday - eggs, hash brown
and toast, Thursday - oatmeal, Poptart: Friday - French toast
sticks wisyrup. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - spaghetti. Texas toast. corn
dog. gnlled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - pizza, chicken salad .;
sandwich, peanut butter/Jelly sandwich, Wednesday - chicken
nuggets, roll, tuna sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers:
Thursday - cheesy crispito, breaded chicken sandwich, peanut
butletlelly sandwich. Friday - sliced turkey, roll, cheeseburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (frurts, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast
burnt°, Wednesday • pancakes Wsyrup. Thursday - oatmeal,
Poptart, Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Lunch (assorteg
vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday.,-;
- chicken falita, hot ham and Swiss sandwich, turkey and,
cheese sandwich. pizza. Tuesday - spaghetti, garlic toast,
880 nbette sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich, Domino's
pizza, Wednesday • chicken patty wigravy, corn dog. ham
and turkey sub. Thursday - fish nuggets, hush puppies. grilled •
chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich. Friday - sliced
turkey, roll. hamburger_ ham and cheese sandwich, pizza.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts,
fresh fruit arid milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit.
Tuesday - French toast sticks w...syrup. Wednesday - breakfast pizza, Thursday - biscuit wsausage gravy; Friday breakfast taco Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits. vegetables,
deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday':
cream of potato soup, pizza sticks, corn dog; Tuesday - chili cheese, baked potato, breadsticks, hot ham and cheese:
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll, cheeseburger. Thursday
- Mexican bean roll, chicken patty sandwich, Friday - strornV•
boll tuna salad sandwich
Snacks for

Tried & True
Recipes

white

sugar

By Mr kr "1 Mark Aro., son

she

Then

would slice

potatoes to make french fries
jest open

a

small

I

coke

Boy, .an

those

sandwiches

I

Fire Home Sloppy Joe.

ily recipe that you can freeze.
Of course you know the mmpie way of opening a can to
make Sloppy Joe., but try ode

beef

• 1/2 cup onion chopped
• l/4 cup green peppers,
chopped

• 1/2

sending

• 1/2 teaspoon black

per

we think

you

will

love this more
"Now

pep-

per

•

of these

what I
said.
that's a Sloppy Joe'

Remember
teaspoon salt

• I tablespoon dry mustard

beef

• I tablespoon cider sinegar
. I 1/4 cup ketchup
• 2 tablespoon sugar or
splenda
Brown ground beef with
onions
Drain off beef and
rinse with hot water to remove
eiess fat Add green peppers.
dry mustard, vinegar. ketchup,
crush pepper, and sugar. Let
simmer 30 - 45 minutes over
low heat. This is a goof lam.

('amp Taylor Fire House
• 2 1/2 pounds of ground

of

Cisi some of my fasontes'

Moues Sky,' Jets
Growths's Anderson
• I U2 pounds ground

on lusted onion buns

taste

bottle
still

• 1 pound ground turkey
• 1/2 cup green and red
peppers. chopped
• 1/2 cup onion chopped
• 1 1/2 cups ketchup
• 1 cup brown sugar
• 1/4 cup liquad smoke
• salt and pepper to taste
Brown the meat and nnse
ith hot water to remise fat
Add the rsst ut misture and
simmer for 10 minutes
Serse

1/2 teaspoon crush pep-

Do not forget to send us
a recipe to share or to request
one

at

mrmommulTayebelt-

south.net or write Mr. MOM

at Murray Ledger &

1

Mnrray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years as.
Published is picture of Sad
Eisler chairman of Murray State
Universit y Board of Regents,
s•eanng in Olivia Burr of Paducah, new member of the board.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark
Mil be married 50 years Sept.
18.
: In high school football games
Murray Tigers won 56-7 over Reidland and Calloway Lakers lost
45-29 to Hopkinsville.
Rachel Michele York and Jerry
Pot Pendergrass were married Sept.
13 at Olive Baptist Church at
Olive
20 years ago
United Slates Rep. Joe Kennedy
was speaker at the Murray State
University Curtis Center on Sept.
12 He is pictured with Rep. Carrdll Hubbard and Walter and Rainey
Apperson on the speaker's podium. The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
celebrated its 100th anniversary
on. Sept. 13. Dr. lerrell White,
pastor of Second Baptist Church,
Union City, Tenn., and former pastdr at Poplar Spring church, was
speaker.
30 years ago
.Published is a picture of Callgway County Farmer Jimmy D.
But er.vorth watching as his son.
RiCky, picks corn in a 60 acre
field outside Lynn Grove. Standing with Butterworth is Randy
Maslillen, a grain truck driver.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Lowell Atchley.
Beth Boston, Johnny Carruthers,
Bruce Horning and Tammy Melton,
seniors at Murray High School,
have been named as semi-finalists of the National Merit Scholarship Program, according to Roy
Weatherly, principal.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner

will be married 50 years Sept.
17.
40 years ago
Twenty-three persons were
charged and fined in the City
Court of City Judge William H..
(Jake) Dunn during the past week.
Published is a picture of Mrs.
Jim Garrison, Mrs. Clyde Johnson, Mrs. George Kin, Mrs. David
Gowans and Mrs. Thomas Brown.
members of the Cookbook Committee of the Murray Woman's
Club, meeting with Janice Clopton of Williams Printing Co. of
Atlanta, Ga., planning for the cookbook to be published by the club
this year.
50 years ago
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging team placed fourth in the
strong field of 43 teams at the
Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
Members are Danny Kemp,Charles
Eldridge, Howard Steely and Hamp
Brooks, all of Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future Farmers of Amenca.
Pfc. James Mason Churchill. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Churchill,
is serving with the Uruted States
Marines at Yorktown, Va.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Van Stress, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Miller
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. C.C.
Paschall.
60 years ago
Chester Engineers of Pittsburgh,
Pa., was employed by the Murray City Council to make a detailed
analysis and report on the extension of the Murray Water System.
Ralph Wear, scoutmaster of Boy
Scout Troop 45. talked about his
experiences at the World Boy Scout
Jamboree held in France at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Spendthrift daughter needs
a swift kick to her purse

DEAR ABBY: My 23-yearSome suggestions: Your
old daughter, "Kimberly, is daughter must start a savings
driving me nuts. She's a col- account and deposit a certain
lege grad, a teacher and cheer- percentage of her earnings in
leading coach, and she still lives it to pay for first and last
at home. She says she can't month's rent on a place of her
afford to move out due to lack own. She must, on a monthof money, yet she shops con- ly basis, begin paying off her
stantly
-- credit cards. If necessary, Kimand I don't berly will also get credit counmean shop- seling to help her do that.
ping at dis- She'll take care of her dog count stores. - training it, exercising it and
Kimberly cleaning up after it -- or you
has to have will find the dog a more responthe
finest sible owner.
car, clothYou are not Kimberly's
ing, etc. Her friend. You are her mother, so
cards start acting like one. Unless
Dear Abby credit
are maxed you do, you will continue to
out. She also be a servant in your own home.
By Abigail
has a black Your husband can support you,
Van Buren
lab mix that but he cannot do this for you,
is destroying my back yard. and neither can I. By allowShe spends no time with him. ing the status quo to continAbby, I'm on the verge of ue, you are crippling your
a nervous breakdown. Kimber- child.
..•
ly won't communicate with me,
DEAR ABBY: About a year
•so what do I do? I remarried
a year ago to a fantastic man, ago, my husband had lunch with
but he doesn't want to come an old college friend who lives
between me and my daughter. in Maryland. They have been
Any advice would be most sending e-mails back and forth
welcome. I'm so tired of being ever since. She has invited
my daughter's maid and door- him to stay with her when he
mat. -- TRAPPED IN SOUTH goes east on business; she has
CAROLINA
suggested that they take time
DEAR TRAPPED: You together to see sights in the
created this monster, and you East, etc.
are going to have to be the
She has also sent him sevone to deal with her. Kimber- eral gifts (gift certificates for
ly is behaving like an over- dinner, massages, coffee beans,
grown teenager. Unless you cards), all of which were either
want to continue being maid e-mailed or sent to his office.
and doormat, you must estab- I know this because he used
lish rules for her as long as the gift certificates to take me
she's under your roof.
and his two kids to dinner.
He insists that there is nothing between him and this
woman, but he will not discontinue the friendship. He
By The Associated Press
to Moscow in the face of an inva- world headquarters.
says he should be allowed to
_Today is Friday. Sept. 14, the sion by Napoleon Bonaparte's
In 1959, the Soviet space probe
257th day of 2007. There are 108 troops.
have women friends and insists
Luna 2 became the first manmade
cloys left in the year.
In 1847, U.S. forces under Gen. object to reach the moon as it
that I'm out of line by trying
Today's Highlight in History:
Winfield Scott took control of Mex- crashed onto the lunar surface.
to stop this relationship.
On Sept. 14, 1814, Francis ico City.
In 1964, Pope Paul VI opened
Do you think this relationScott Key was inspired to write
In 1927, modern dance pio- the third session of the Second
ship is really OK? I'm serihis,poem -The Star-Spangled Ban- neer Isadora Duncan died in Nice, Ecumenical Council of the Vatiously thinking about leaving
ner" after witnessing how Fort France, when her scarf became can. also known as Vatican II.
him. -- ALBUQUERQUE
McHenry in Maryland had endured entangled in a wheel of her sports (The session closed two months
WIFE
British bombardment during the car.
later.)
DEAR WIFE: Your husWar of 1812.
In 1948, a groundbreaking cerIn 1975, Pope Paul VI declared
band's old school chum is
On this date
emony took place in New York Mother Elizabeth Ann Bayley
either unusually generous or
In 1812. the Russians set fire at the site of the United Nations' Scion the first U.S.-born saint.
she's courting him. And he
appears to be enjoying the ego
E3 4n.Et V El L_ IUI 1E_ S0.o
massage. It would be interesting to know how they met up
again. Did she initiate contact,
or did he contact her to arrange
that luncheon?
Rather than leaving your
husband, arrange to accompany him on his next business
trip to the East Coast. Not
only could you "see the sights"
as a threesome, you can also
size up the woman and assess
her intentions. Then, if you're
still threatened, arrange for you
and your spouse to see a marEl Co NI ID E04)
riage counselor. There may be
more issues in your relationship than you have told me.
Men and women can have
friends of the opposite sex outside of marriage, but there
appears to be more going on
in this instance than .a casual
friendship.

TodaylnIllstory
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Misdiagnosis leads
to man's death
DEAR DR. GOTT: lust
recently was the fourth anniversary of a life-altering occurrence
in our family. A recent column
of yours prompted me to write
to you in the hope that someone else can be spared the pain
we
went
through
because
it
was missed
early on.
Several
people have
written
to
you
complaining of
tingling or
numbness in
their fingers
and hands.
By
Dr. Peter Gott You, as well
as my late
husband's primary care physician, offered as a first reaction
the possibility of carpal tunnel
syndrome, which very well might
be the case in some instances.
A pinched nerve also comes to
mind.
Please encourage your readers to get prompt and detailed
testing, whether by Cl' scan,
MRI or X-rays. My husband
was treated for four months for
carpal tunnel, given prescription
Motrin and went otherwise
untested, allowing a very aggressive and ultimately fatal glioblastoma
multiforrne to grow
unchecked. There were no other
symptoms, such as headaches,
vision loss or paralysis at first,
but by the time it • was discovered (as a result of a grand mal
seizure and motor vehicle accident), the progression of the
tumor was such that surgery,
chemotherapy and radiation all
proved fruitless. He was gone
in 10 months, at 48 years of
age.
If preliminary testing and
early detection saves even one
life from this insidious disease,

Dr. Gott

it will be worth the effort taken
to write this letter. Please, please,
insist that readers take their
symptoms to their doctors right
away and insist that these tests
be done. If nothing serious is
found, no harm is done. If nothing is done and something serious is not found, disaster can
result. The possibility of these
symptoms being the result of a
brain tumor shouldn't be discounted.
DEAR READER: I was very
sorry to learn of your tragic
experience. Brain tumors are very
serious. And you're right. If
your letter can save even one
life, it is worthwhile.
DEAR DR.(X)TT: 1 am writing with respect to the no-flour,
no-sugar diet. I have tried this
diet in the past and have lost
50 pounds. It does work!
My question is concerning
breakfast options. I do not have
a microwave available, so it
would have to be something
cold. What would you suggest
for eating at my desk?
DEAR READER: in my
book, "Dr. Gott's No Flour, No
Sugar Diet" (available at most
bookstores
or
on
www.amazon.com), I address the
menu issue and provide recipes
for weight loss.
In your case, cold breakfast
cereal — with or without fresh
fruit — would be a good noflour option. Also, you might consider sliced veggies as a snack
at your desk. Most supermarkets now have an - all-natural,
organic section. Here, you can
often find no-flour, no-sugar cold
cereals, fruit bars and more. Or
you may wish to try preparing
simple, to-go breakfasts that you
can store in the refrigerator. This
option means you don't have to
take the time to prepare anything. Just open the container
or bag and breakfast is. served.

ContractBridge
Bidding Quiz
Your partner bids One Spade,
and the next player passes. Both
sides are vulnerable, and you have a
partscore of 40. What would you bid
with each of the following -five
hands?
I .•A183•1095•74•K..14
2.0
V AK984•KJ .0 A..12
3.0 K843 10•1087•AKJ32
4.•Q972 AQ174•62 85
5. 0154•AQ6•KQ85•Al9

••.

I. Three spades. With 40 on, a
direct jump-raise indicates a hand of
opening-bid proportions and a fit for
partner's suit. The purpose of the
Jump-raise is to alert partner to the
possibility of a slam. Partner does
not have to bid again. He continues
forward with values that Justify
exploring 'Or slam opposite responder's announced strength.
2. Three hearts. The jump-shirl
guarantees 17 or more points and
forces opener to hid again (with a 40
partscore, partner would not have to
answer a two-heart response).
Opener rebids naturally, depending
both on distribution and high-card
strength. A three-spade hid by opener
would show a rebiddablc suit, while
three notrump would indicate a balanced hand and lack of interest in
slam.

3. Two clubs. Since a contract that
would yield game has not yet been
reached, opener must bid again. It's
best to show the club suit first, planning to show your good spade support next in case opener is interested
in slam. If the partscore were 60,
clubs would not be mentioned; a
direct raise to three spades would be
the better bid.
4. 'Two spades. You have good
spade support and are in the range for
a single raise, so that is the best
action. Two hearts I not forcing)
would be an inaccurate response, as
that bid would normally show a good
heart suit and lack of support for
spades. If partner bids again over two
3,1 s, trying for slam, you can then
mention your heart suit, at the same
time indicating slain interest.
5. Three notrump. Since two
notrump would be a game-going bid,
three notnunp is a slam try. However, the opening bidder is not
required to bid again. If he has a mthimum opening suitable for notrump
play, he can pass.
The three-notrump response with a
partscore of 40 has the same meaning as the same bid without a
partscore. It indicates notrurnp distribution, 16 or 17 high-card points,
and stoppers in the unbid suits.

Tomorrow: The value of a falsecard.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
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1 Foul-ball cater
4 Garden hopper
8 Drawer part
12 "Bali -'
13 Maui nefghbor
14 Slave gin of
opera
15 Happened
17 Posers
tormentor
18 Gets better
19 Very mild
21 Wreckers lob
23 Raring to go
27 Not sonnys•cle
up
30 Coil of hair
33 Bulking yell
34 Dalai 35 Freud topic
36 Having the
resources to do
something
37 Draw a bead on
38 Unpleasant
look
39 Take a flier

40 Charcoal
starter
42 Yes vote
44 Squishy
47 Al of Indy tame
51 Late foxes
54 Elevator music
(2 wds 1
56 Dangerous
March date
57 Long hike
58 Compilation
59 Indefinite
number
60 Griffith or
Devine
61 Cook's vessel
DOWN
1 Cope,(hyph
2 Kitchen spice
3 Bigger than elite
1 Trunk
5 Thole filler
6 Attention-getter
7 Guy
13 Writer Franz
9 Less than one

GET mid%

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Local Mall
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9-14 C 2007 untied Feature Syndicate or
10 Shelley
offering
11 Bleat
16 Too-too
20 Startled cry
22 Joyful shout

24 Asian desert
25 Pipe fittings
26 Smell terrible
27 Viking name
28 ock
so ies ski
resort
29 Ms Thompson
31 °f
t Tos
32 Director
- Ephroo
36 Fight locale
38 Sign before
Virgo
41 Like damp
rocks
43 icky
45 Sweater letter
46 Knitters

3 me.
g*AM
ma.—$44.110
1 yr.--WWI*
I
i

overlooking
Troy
53 Dice throw
55 Cheerful color

Rest of KY/TN

Omsk•••••Parr a %rhino
3m..—..S70.50

I

6 lac--$9000
I yr.
Other Mail
Saharriptisas
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6 mo.
196.00
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48 Cold spell
49 Ms Ferber
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Campfire ban
lifted at LBL
CXX_DEN POND, Ky. - Land Between The Lakes (113L)
National Recreation Area has lifted the ban on open campfires in the
hackcountry areas of LBL
Visitors to. ISL. are advised to use extreme caution with open
campfires Due to the forecasted weather conditions and low
huniidity. the risk for wildfires remains a concern at LBL. The
greatest Area of concern is backcountry campsites, where there are
dry. grassy areart
"Wc are urging brackcountry campers utilizing camp or cooking
fires to use extreme caution as wildfires are still a real threat during
these dry weather conditions." stated Gary Hawkins, Recreation
Prograni Manager at 1.81..
t'ampfiret should be attended at all times, and completely calmguithed when campers are through using them. Everyone is reminded to always ute caution when disposing of lit cigarettes and matchCs

Visitors are urged to miniechately report unattended campfires or
wildfire, to Forest Service Personnel, Forest Service Lill%
Enforcement Officers, or other law enforcement agencies by calling
1 1 or 1 -800439-4X128.
Visitors are welcome to call LBL at 12701924-2000 to check for
updates to the fire caution situation.

Pictured are Calloway County Band members receiving awards at the Madisonville-North Hopkins H.S. Competition are, from
left, Manse Whittenberg, Logan Dowdy, Robert Guthne, Nathan West, Mandy Thom, Emily Ashby. Kimberly Hagan. Johnathan
Torsak. Brittany Trues

M
activities to boost
student citizenship

MADISONVILLE.
The Calloway
County High School Laker Band received a
distinguished rating Saturday at the KMEA
Madisonville North Hopkins Maroon
Classic
Thirteen Kentucky Bands marched in the
first competition of the year displaying their
musical talents This year's show titled,
"Bent" features the music of John Fannin,
Kevin Sutter and Shane Smith
"I'm proud of their first performance."

urray State to host

- Meant -to---- Me" _ -w+11---be
- MStINews-Bareau
In celebration of Constitututn announced during the day's
Day, Murray State Unisersity acusities A poster contest and a
will host a day of special activi- costume contest will also be
ties to encourage the campus held
onhrnunity to he responsible
The poster contest, which
features
what
the
citi/ens Monday will begin also
with sitter registration that con- Constitution means to an indipm in the vidual, is open to all MSU stutinued until
(*urns('enter
dents The costume contest
this is the place to come if insites MSU students, faculty
you feel like you need to know and staff to enter and show their
patriotic colors The contest will
more about being an American
ha in•tante, did you know that he divided into three categories
casual, business anti cosof all written national constitutions, the I 's Constitution is tume If you've always wanted
the oldest and shortest' Written to he George Washington, go for
it) 17$ 7, the Constnutson was it Feeling a little Betsy Rosssigned on Sept 17 01 that same is-h' Get out your needle and
!. ear. but wasn't f titled h), the
thread and make it. Entrants are
nele,0444111) tutie states_until I 7itri
111$4'led to design, create. its cut.
t'ventt nThFV Incl4de—s Imitate. ennenet, dimes up and
screening of side° ktop of con- get patriotic Monetary prues
stitutional questions at 10 40 will be awarded in cath contest
in. followed by a department
If you feel like you're as
of history debate led by Brian American as apple pie, show it
(lard!, .1.041•414011 11144 e,4•411r of
off Prues will he gis en tor the
history at MSt at I I a in
hest apple pies baked by MSU
At I pm.a debate will he students. tat ult), or staff
led by Torn ()loser, assistant
Lot more information about
prufettor in the department of el,efils, nines or specific loca1:m1[111111CM, law and intema- tions. call Robin Tattler, cosy&
114,1141 alt airs, at MSC
natist for service learning and
Mc public is ins ited ii, conic Cl%la, engagement at MSC, at
and ix. pan 01 the audierxe at the /109.10$0, email
her
at
debates, as well as the k ArlapUN robin taftlertir murraystate edu
OMIllUnit!!
Or N MI the wetwite at www mur
V. Irina't 01 an etsay contest
ray tune edu/prosostiam demos
on ' %hat the I S Conttstution racy htm

Laker Band earns distinguished rating at Maroon Classic
said Laker Band Director Gary Mullins.
"They've invested some hot and rainy hours
in preparation for this performance that led
them to the distinguished rating. We have 96
goal setting students — I mean, goal reachin this year's hand."
ing students
'the distinguished rating qualifies the
Laker Band for state quarterfinals on
October 13th at Hart County High School.
Only three of the thirteen bands received
distinguished ratings._ Calloway, Marshall

County and Daviess County.
In addition. the Laker Band won first
place in Class AAAA. Best Color Guard
Class AAAA. and Best Percussion Class
AAAA.
Calloway's competitive season continues
with the Marshall Co. Invitational Saturday,
MSU Festival of Champions, Sept 22, and
the Bands of America Regional at Austin
.•
Peay,Ot:t_. 6.
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WKU to unveil sweeping changes
iS1 I 1 \I (dill N. Ay
‘k,.stern Kentucky
fibers
-its
president Gary
Ranwlell is espet teti to lay out a
hie ranging plan designed to
help one 01 the states largest
M. Nit*. shed its "it-Fistful" label
the hse year plan. dubbed
'hallenging the Spirit' is
designed to make the school "a
leading Anierisan university
with
international
reach,"
said
Progress will 11,111C Ai a price
the plan calls for a h percent
tuition increase each year start
ing in 2110/t
I he plan lays out •eseral
hers hritark• the school hopes to
achiesc hy 2012. including
esp.inding the student body by
oser a thousand students, raising
salaries for fat ulty and ttaff and
increasing the number if

(API

\Austria)

Mrill scholars lo IS

something is he a
stret5 h. and you want it to he
important. hut you want it 14, ixdoable. ' Ransdell said -Some
may *Cern pretty modest. but
none of them can he approached
in a sasuurn Vie II he pursuing
all of them "
The protect also calls on the
whool to raise $2111 million Ili
prit ate money over the nest ft% e
years the school has alreads
raised S91 million ol that total
user the last two years Ratisdell
said the rmincy will he used to
pay for escrything from expand
mg the school's endownsent
helping rentwate facilities
Ransdell hopes to narrate
the number of lull time faculty
at the who'll'. satellite campus
es and ne.irly double the number
of online students to 25,1111
sir %ant

Ear, lose & Throat of Murray
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